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Part II Processing of Biomedical Signals




























































































































































































































The. first. edition. of. the. book. Biomedical Signal and Image Processing. was. pub-









































Dr..Najarian. thanks. Dr.. Joo.Heon.Shin. for. his. invaluable. and. detailed. feedback,.






















I.1 ProcessIng of bIomeDIcal Data
Processing.of.biological.and.medical.information.has.long.been.a.dynamic.field.of.





























The. next. step. is. to. process. the. filtered. signal. and. extract. features. that. repre-
sent. or. describe. the. status. and. conditions. of. the. biomedical. system. under. study..


























In. some.applications,. other. steps. and. features. are. added. to. the.block.diagram.
outlines.in.Figure.I.1..For.instance,.in.almost.all.biomedical.imaging.systems,.there.
is. an.essential.part.of. the. system. that.helps.visualize. the. results..This. is.because.
human.users.(e.g.,.physicians).often.rely.on.the.visualization.of.the.two-dimensional.
(or. three-dimensional).structure.of. the.biomedical.objects. that.are.being.scanned..




A.useful. feature.of.many.biomedical. information.processing.systems. is.a.user.
interface.that.allows.interaction.between.the.user.and.the.processing.elements..This.























techniques. (such. as.Fourier. transform). is. required..At. the. same. time,. for. readers.













ered. in. the.book,. they. strongly.believe. that. the.best.method.of. learning. the.math.
concepts.is.through.doing.real.examples..As.a.result,.each.chapter.contains.several.
programming.examples.written.in.MATLAB®.that.process.real.biomedical.signals/




Each.chapter.also.contains.a.number.of.exercises. in. the.Problems.section. that.
give.students.the.chance.to.practice.the.introduced.techniques..Some.of.the.prob-
















covers. the. physical. and. philological. principles. of. imaging. modalities. and. subse-
quently. describes. the. main. applications. of. the. introduced. imaging. modalities. in.
biomedical.diagnostics.. In.each.chapter,. the.main.computational.methods.used. to.
process.these.images.are.also.reviewed.
xxiv Introduction
I.3 brIef DescrIPtIon of chaPters
As.mentioned.previously,.the.book.is.divided.into.three.parts..Part.I.gives.an.intro-












tion. of. images.. Even. though. the. techniques. are. described. mainly. for. images,. the.
applications.of.some.of.these.techniques.in.the.processing.of.one-dimensional.signals.
are.also.described..In.Chapter.4,.different.techniques.for.edge.detection.and.segmen-













































The.contents.of. this.book.are.specialized. for.processing.of.biomedical. signals.
and. images.. However,. in. order. to.make. the.book.usable. for. readers. interested. in.
other.applications.of.signal.and.image.processing,.the.description.of.the.introduced.
methods. is. kept. general. and. applicable. to. other.fields. of. science. and. technology..
Moreover,.throughout.the.book,.the.authors.have.used.some.nonbiomedical.exam-
ples. to.exhibit. the.applicability.of. the. introduced.methods. to.other.fields.of.study.
such.as.astronomy.
aDDItIonal reaDIngs
Costaridou,.L..(2005).Applied Medical Image Analysis Methods,.CRC.Press,.Boca.Raton,.FL.












1 Signals and Biomedical 
Signal Processing






















distance. from. one. end. of. the. rod. defines. the. order. of. the. sequence.. In. such. a.
signal,. the.points.that.are.closer.to.the.origin.(one.end.of.the.metal.rod).appear.







Many. examples. of. biological. 1-D. signals. are. heavily. used. in. medicine.
and. biology.. Recording. of. the. electrical. activities. of. the. heart. muscles,. called.
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types.of. image.modalities. that. are.heavily.used. for. clinical. diagnostics. among.



















In.discrete.signals,. the.amplitude.axis. is.continuous.but. the. time.axis. is.discrete..
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is.sampled.are.often.multiples.of.a.certain.sampling.period.“TS.”.It.is.important.to.
note.that.as.long.as.TS.is.small.enough,.all.information.in.the.analog.signal.is.also.












points. and. therefore. can. be. easily. stored. while. the. analog. signal. needs. a. large.
amount.of.storage.space..It.is.also.evident.that.signals.with.smaller.size.are.easier.
to.process..This.suggests.that.by.sampling.an.analog.signal.with.the.largest.pos-



























3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
fIgure 1.1 Analog. signal. that. describes. the.body. temperature.measured.by. an. analog.
mercury.thermometer.
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1.3.3  DigitAl SignAlS
In.digital. signals,. both. time.and.amplitude. axes. are.discrete,. i.e.,. a.digital. signal.
is.defined.only.at.certain.times.and.the.amplitude.of.the.signal.at.each.sample.can.
only.be.one.of.a.fixed.finite.set.of.values..In.order.to.better.understand.this.concept,.
consider.measuring. the.body. temperature.using.a.digital. thermometer..Such. ther-
















The.majority.of. signals.measured.and.processed. in.biomedical. engineering.






















3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
fIgure 1.2 Discrete. signal. that. describes. the. body. temperature. measured. at. every.
300.s.(5.min).
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analog.signals.are.briefly.described.in.this.book,.the.emphasis.is.given.to.pro-
cessing.techniques.for.digital.signals.
1.4 ProcessIng anD transformatIon of sIgnals
A.signal. can.be. analyzed.or.processed. in.many.different.ways.depending.on. the.







transformations. focus. on. other. “domains”. among. which. frequency. domain. is. an.
important.one..In.this.section,.we.describe.the.importance.and.usefulness.of.some.





























3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
fIgure 1.3 Digital. signal. that. describes. the. body. temperature. quantized. to. the. closet.
integer.
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questions:.“On.average,.how.often.can.a.failure.occur?”.and.“Is.there.any.visible.





Fourier. transform.(FT). is.a. transformation.designed. to.describe.a. signal. in. fre-
quency.domain.and.highlight.the.important.knowledge.in.the.frequency.variations.
of. the. signal.. The. usefulness. of. the. knowledge. contained. in. frequency. domain.
explains. the. importance.of.FT..Other. transformations.commonly.used. in. signal.
















have.asked. this.question. to. their. students,.and.almost.always.half.of. the.students.
identify.the.time.domain.as.the.more.informative.domain.while.the.remaining.half.
go.with.the.Fourier.domain,.and.almost.never.does.anyone.realize.that.the.answer.





1.5 sIgnal ProcessIng for feature extractIon
Once.certain.characteristics.of.a.signal.are.identified.using.appropriate.transforma-
tions,.these.characteristics.or.features.are.used.to.evaluate.the.signal.and.the.system.
producing. the. signal.. As. an. example,. once. using. image. processing. techniques,. a.
region.of.a.CT. image. is.highlighted.and. identified.as.a. tumor,. then.one.can.eas-
ily.perform.some.measurements.over.the.region.(such.as.measuring.the.size.of.the.
tumor).and.identify.the.malignancy.of.the.tumor..As.mentioned.in.the.Preface,.one.
of. the.main.functions.of.biomedical.signal.and. image.processing. is. to.define.and.
extract.measures.that.are.vital.for.diagnostics.of.biomedical.systems.
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Even. though.different. sensor. technologies. are.used. to.generate.biomedical. images,.
when.it.comes.to.the.representation.image,.they.are.all.visually.represented.as.digital.














Consider the image shown in Figure 1.4. Image (a) has the gray-level range of 0–255. 
In order to see how the image resolution is affected by the gray-level range, we 
reduce the range to smaller ranges. In order to generate the image with gray level 
0–255, we divide every gray level of every point by two and round up the number 
to the closest integer. As can be seen in image (b), which has only 64 levels in it, 
the resolution of the image is not significantly affected by the gray-level reduction. 
However, if we continue this process, the degradation in resolution and quality 
becomes more visible (as shown in (c) which has only two levels of gray and dark 
in it). Image (c) that allows only two gray levels (0 and 1) is called a binary image.


























100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
fIgure 1.4 Effect.of.gray-level.range.on.image.resolution..(a).Range.0–255,.(b).range.0–63.
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Color images are also used in medical imaging. While there are many standards 
for color images, here we discuss only “red green blue” or “RGB” standard. RGB is 
formed based on the philosophy that each color is a combination of the three primary 
colors: red, green, and blue. This means that if we combine the right intensity of these 
three colors, we can create the sense of any desired color for the human eyes. As an 
example, for a purple object we would have a high density of red and blue but a low 
intensity of green. As a result, in RGB representation of a color image, the screen (such 
as a monitor) provides three dots for every pixel (point): one red dot, one green dot, 
and one blue dot. The intensity of each of these dots is identified by the share of the 
corresponding primary color in forming the color of the pixel. This means that in color 
images for every coordinate (x, y), three numbers are provided. This in turn means that 
the image itself is represented by three 2-D signals, gR(x, y), gG(x, y), and gB(x, y), each 
representing the intensity of one primary color. As a result, every one of the 2-D sig-
nals (for one color) can be treated as one separate image and processed by the same 
image processing methods designed for gray-level images.
1.6.3  imAge HiStogrAm


















100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
fIgure 1.4 (continued) (c).range.0–1.















Consider a test image shown in Figure 1.5. As can be seen, this image has three 
gray levels r = 0, 1, and 2, which means G = 3. The darkest gray level corresponds 
to level 0, and the brightest level is represented by level 2.





















The histogram for this image is shown in Figure 1.6.
The concept of image histogram will be further defined and illustrated in the 
following chapters.
Now that we understand the main concepts such as 1-D and 2-D signals, 
we can progress to the next chapter that introduces the most important image 
transformation, i.e., FT.
fIgure 1.5 Test.gray-level.image.with.three.levels.




are. often. sampled. and. then. processed. using. digital. signal. processing. techniques..
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. d.. .Disregarding. the. noise-like. variations,. the. signal. has. clear. periodicity.
in. it..Manually.measure. the. time.of.one. complete.period.of.oscillation.
(i.e., period.T)..Knowing.that.frequency.is.defined.as.the.reciprocal.of.the.














2.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW




























. G f FT g t g t e dtj ft( ) { ( )} ( )= = −
−∞
+∞










. G f G f e j G f( ) ( ) ( )= ∠ . (2.2)
where
∙G(..f  )∙.is.the.magnitude.of.G(..f  )











is.called. the. inverse.FT.(or. the.synthesis. transform). that.accepts.G(..f).as. input.and.
calculates.g(t).as.follows:
.
g t IFT G f G f e dfj ft( ) ( ) ( )= { } =
−∞
+∞




Consider an exponentially decaying signal g(t) = e−t, t ≥ 0. Then,
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Impulse function δ(t) (also known as Dirac function) plays an important role in 
many areas of science and engineering such as physics, differential equations, and 
signal processing. Before describing the mathematical definition of the impulse 
function and calculating the FT of this function, we focus on the concept of the 
impulse function and the need for such a mathematical entity.
Impulse function is a mathematical function that describes very fast bursts 
of energy that are observed in some physical phenomena. As an example of 
such burst pulses, consider the effect of smashing the ball in a volleyball game. 
Volleyball players are not allowed to hold the ball in their hands; rather, they 
are supposed to hit the ball. When smashing the ball, players apply a significant 
amount of energy in a very short time. Such an impulse force applied to the ball 
creates the most effective move in a volleyball game. The effects of such an action 
can be modeled using an impulse function.
Impulse function plays an important role in the identification of unknown systems. 
This role can be described through a simple example. Suppose you are given a black 
box and you are asked to discover what is in the box. One quick way of guessing the 
contents of the box is tapping on it and listening to the echoes. In a more scientific 
world, you would apply some fast pressure impulses on the surface of the box and 
observe the response of the contents in the box with respect to the impulse functions 
you applied. If the box contains coins, you will hear a jingling sound, and if the box is 
full of water, an entirely different sound and echo will be sensed. This type of identify-
ing unknown systems is a fundamental technique in a field of science called “system 
identification,” which focuses on modeling and describing unknown systems.
Now, we slowly approach a mathematical formulation of the impulse func-
tion. The burst-like concept of the impulse function implies that the mathematical 
model must be zero for all points in time except for an infinitely small time interval 
(as discussed earlier). In a more mathematical manner, assuming that the impulse 
is applied at time t = 0, the mathematical representation of the impulse function 
must be zero everywhere except for a small neighborhood around the origin. If 
the impulse is assumed to be nonzeros for a very short period of time, then the 
amplitude of impulse during this very short interval of time must be infinitely 
large; otherwise, the total energy of the signal would become zero. In order to 
see this more clearly, we focus on a mathematical model of the impulse function. 
Consider function δΔ(t) shown in Figure 2.1. Note that the energy of this signal 
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(i.e., the area under the curve) is the duration (i.e., Δ) multiplied by the height of 
the pulse (i.e., 1/Δ). This shows that the energy of the signal is always one regard-
less of the value of Δ, i.e., the area (energy) independent of Δ.
Now we can define the impulse function as follows:
 d d( ) lim ( )t t= →∆ ∆0  
(2.7)
The previous definition implies that even though the impulse function is nonzero 
only between 0− and 0+, the energy of the signal is still one, i.e.,
 











In order to have a meaningful visual representation for the impulse function 
emphasizing the fact that the amplitude of the impulse function is 0 everywhere 
except at the origin in which the amplitude approaches infinity, an arrow pointed 
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example 2.3
Another useful function in signal processing is the unit pulse pΠ(t) as shown in Figure 2.4.
Calculating the FT of the unit pulse function, we have
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Table 2.1 gives the FT of some other important functions in time. The derivation 
of the FT for some of these functions has been left as exercises for the reader, and 
here we discuss the practical interpretation of some of the entries in the table. The 
unit step function (i.e., u(t)) is a function defined as u(t) = 1 for all t > 0 and 
















Consider the time signal given in Figure 2.5. From the time signal, it is rather easy 
to say that the signal is indeed periodic. However, it may be rather difficult to 
develop a mathematical expression for the signal to be represented as a summa-
tion of some sinusoidal components.
Now consider the magnitude of the FT shown in Figure 2.6. As you may have 
noticed, the graph is symmetric around the vertical axis, and when focusing on 
the positive f-axis, there are two impulses at frequencies 0.25 and 0.5 Hz. This tells 
us that the signal is composed of two sinusoidal components at these frequencies. 
table 2.1






0 0[ ( ) ( )]d du u u u− + +
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Therefore, if we write the time equation of the signal, there will be two sinusoidal 
terms: sin(2πt × 0.5) and sin(2πt × 0.25). We can even identify the amplitude of 
the sinusoids and develop an exact mathematical formula for the signal from the 
FT graph given in Figure 2.6. The sinusoidal at 0.25 Hz has the height of 1 in 
the FT graph, which means that the amplitude of this component in time should 
be 2. Similarly, one can observe that the amplitude of the other sinusoidal term 
with frequency 0.5 Hz is 1. This means that the mathematical expression of the 
time signal can be written as follows:
 g t t t( ) sin( ) sin( . )= +p p2 0 5  (2.15)
The previous example shows us that sometimes it is much easier to express and 
analyze periodic signals in the FT domain than in time domain. The FT can even 
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Direct.calculation.of.convolution.operations.involves.many.complicated.and.time-
consuming.mathematical.computations..However,.it.is.comforting.to.know.that.the.
FT.creates.an.alternative.method.of.calculating. the.convolution. that. is.much. less.
computationally. intensive..The.property.described.in.Table.2.2.says. that,. in.order.
to.calculate.g1(t).*.g2(t).(convolution.of.g1(t).and.g2(t)),.one.must.identify.the.involved.
signals.and.calculate.the.FT.of.the.respected.signals.(i.e.,.find.G1(  f  ).and.G2(  f  )),.then.





















is.also. referred. to.as.“superposition”). states. that. the. response.of.a. linear. system. to.







































system. h(t)..The.output. is. nothing.but. the. convolution. between. the. input. and. the.
internal.characteristics.of.the.model,.i.e.,
. q t p t h t( ) ( ) ( )= × . (2.18)
As.discussed.previously,.convolution.is.a.rather.complicated.process,.but.FT.can.be.
used.to.easily.calculate.the.output.of.linear.systems,.i.e.,.in.linear.systems,.we.have









































FT g t G f G
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tion. in. frequency. domain. expands. with. the. same. rate.. This. means. that. once. the.
width.of.a.signal. in. time.domain.approaches.zero,. its.width. in.frequency.domain.
approaches. infinity.. This. observation. further. explains. why. the. FT. of. an. impulse.
function.must.be.infinitely.flat.
2.3 samPlIng anD nyquIst rate




signals.with. amazing.high. speeds,. supports. the.processing.of. signals. in. a.digital.




Next,. let. us. discuss. two. important. questions. that. require. answers. before. any.






why. it.may.be.counterintuitive. is.because.once. the.continuous. signal. is. sampled,.
apparently.there.is.no.guarantee.that.one.can.recover.the.exact.values.of.the.signal.






















































































As. shown. in. Figure. 2.7,. the. circular. shift. transforms. a. discrete. signal. in.
such. a. way. that. the. time. points. in. the. far. right-hand. side. are. shifted. to. the.
beginning.of.the.signal.in.the.left-hand.side,.and.the.rest.of.the.time.points.are.












































In. the.preceding. equation,.x1(n −.m). and.x2(n −.m). represent. the.m-point. circularly.




. DFT DFT DFT{ ( ) ( )} { ( )} { ( )} ( ) ( )g n g n g n g n G k G k1 2 1 2 1 2× = × = × . (2.26)
As.can.be.seen,.in.the.continuous.case,.DFT.can.reduce.the.complex.operation.of.
circular.convolution.by.computing.the.product.of.the.DFTs.of.the.present.signals..
However,.one.of. the.most. important.properties.of. the.circular.convolution.can.be.
identified.through.the.next.property.of.DFT:
. DFT DFT{STRETCH { ( )}} REPEAT{ { ( )}} REPEAT{ ( )}l l lg n g n G k= = . (2.27)
or.equivalently,
. STRETCH { ( )} REPEAT{ ( )}l
DFT








Consider a time signal shown in Figure 2.10. We will use MATLAB to calculate the 
DFT of the signal.
The command for DFT calculation in MATLAB is “fft”. In order to get the 
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magnitude of complex variables. The following code generates the graph shown in 











































30 35 40 45 50
fIgure 2.11 Magnitude.of.DFT.of.signal.x.
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Since the DFT of a real signal is symmetric across the middle time point 
(see Problem 2.8), it is often more desirable to see only half of the signal as the 
remaining half is repetitious. The last two lines are used to label the axes.





























































change.is.what.we.refer. to.as.high.frequency..Similarly,. texture. is.defined.as. the.
rapid.and. semirandom.changes.of. intensity. in.a. region..This.also. identifies.high.
frequencies,.i.e.,.frequencies.far.from.the.origin.in.the.2-D.frequency.space..Edge.









Consider the image g(x, y) shown in Figure 2.12. This is a tomographic image of 
pulmonary veins in atrial fibrillation. As shown in the following code, the main 
command in MATLAB for calculating the 2-D DFT of images is “fft2”. The mag-
nitude of the 2-D DFT of the image g is shown in Figure 2.13. The command 
“image” in MATLAB is used to display an image and is often accompanied by 
the command “colormap”, which defines the type and range of gray level or 
colors to be used for presenting images. Another command, “imshow”, can also 
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be used to display the image. Unlike “image”, the command “imshow” presents 



































The center in the DFT image shows the zero frequency, and, as a result, low-
frequency components of the signals are the dots close to the origin, while the 
points far away from the center (origin) represent the high-frequency components 
of the image.
The properties of 2-D DFT are very similar to continuous signals and 1-D DFT. 
Some of these properties that play important roles in image processing and are 
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In.practical.applications,.due.to.some.practical.limitations.in.constructing.the.
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where. j. is. the. imaginary.number.and. the.parameters.ai.and.bi.are. the.parameters.
of.the.filter..The.order.n.identifies.both.the.shape.and.the.complexity.of.the.filter,.
i.e.,.the.larger.n.gets,.the.sharper.filter.is.achieved;.however,.the.sharper.filter.will.












In this example, we use MATLAB to design a low-pass Butterworth filter. We are 
to design a low-pass Butterworth filter of order 10 with the cutoff frequency of 
300 Hz. For these specifications, we code the following line in MATLAB and it will 
provide us the resulting polynomials: a and b.
[b,a] = butter (10,300/500,‘low’);
Next, in order to better visualize the designed filter, we use the command 
“freqz” to draw the frequency response of the aforementioned low-pass 
Butterworth filter, i.e.,
freqz(b,a,128,1000);
where 128 is the number of points in which the frequency response is evaluated 
and 1000 is the sampling frequency. Figure 2.19 shows the frequency response of 




process. the. images. and. extract. the.desired. frequency. information.. Just. as. in.1-D.
case,.the.ideal.filters.are.not.very.practical,.and,.as.a.result,.approximations.such.as.
Butterworth.filters.are.used.for.practical.applications.
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2.7 summary
FT.is.among.the.most.commonly.used.transformations.in.signal.processing..In.this.































































FT g t g t G u G u1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ). ( )∗{ } = . (2.35)
2.5. For.2-D.DFT,.prove.that





































3 Image Filtering, 
Enhancement, 
and Restoration
























































Input f (x, y)(a) Output g (x, y)





























In this example, we enhance and stretch the gray level of the original image in 
the interval of [150, 200] to the desired interval of [105, 200]. MATLAB code of 
this example is shown in the following text. First, we read the original image with 
“imread” command. This image shows that ultrasonic image of the heart and its 
compartments. We have intentionally chosen a noisy ultrasonic image to better 
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As can be seen from the code, in order to do numerical operations on an image, it 
is often easier to convert the image from unsigned integer format to double format 
using “double” command. The rest of the code is composed of “for” loops for 
stretching the interval of [150, 200]. Figure 3.4 shows an ultrasound image of the 
heart and the image after point processing.
 I=imread(‘heart.tif’);
 S = size(I);
 I = double(I);
 J = zeros(S(1),S(2) );
 for i=1:S(1)
 for j=1:S(2)
 if I(i,j) <= 150
 J(i,j) = I(i,j);
 elseif (150 < I(i,j) ) & (I(i,j) < 200)
 J(i,j)=1.9*(I(i,j)−150)+ 105;
 elseif (I(i,j) >= 200)






Other types of transformation can be used to enhance the quality of an image 
for particular applications. Figure 3.5a shows a transformation function that 
creates a binary image from the original image. This transformation is useful 
for applications where we need to set a threshold value to separate an object 
from the background. Such applications include the typical scenarios in which 
a tumor must be separated from the background tissues. However, often we 
not only need to emphasize and highlight the tumor but also prefer to see the 
tissues around the tumor to get a better picture of the spatial relation among 
the tumor and the surrounding tissues or organs. To address this need, a similar 







fIgure 3.4 (a). Original. image. and. (b). image. after. point. processing.. (Courtesy. of. Andre.
D’Avila,.MD,.Heart.Institute.(InCor),.University.of.Sao.Paulo,.Medical.School,.Sao.Paulo,.Brazil.)
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and highlights the gray level of the region of interest (e.g., tumor), and, to a 
certain degree, it simultaneously preserves the other gray levels containing the 
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example 3.2
In this example, we explore the implementation of bit-level slicing in MATLAB. 
In this example, we show that by preserving the four MSBs and discarding the 
remaining bits of the original image (shown in Figure 3.6a), while maintaining 
the quality of the original image, one can reduce the size of space needed to 









 J= zeros(S(1),S(2) );

















As can be seen in the code, first, we read each pixel of the original gray-level 
image in 8 bit. Then, we use a “for” loop in which for each pixel, only the four 
MSBs are preserved and the rest of the bits are set to 0. Figure 3.6 shows both the 
original image (a) and the image after bit-level slicing (b). Evidently, the image after 
bit-level slicing has a quality very similar to that of the original image. However, 
if we discard one or some of the MSBs, for example, the second MSB, the quality 
of the image will decrease very much. Figure 3.6c shows the image after discard-
ing bits 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The low quality of the resulting image indicates how the 




ing. the. technique,. the. need. for. such. a. transformation. is. explained.. Consider. cell.





distribution.of.gray. levels.would.be.different. in. the. images..Such.differences.can.
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In this example, we explore using MATLAB for histogram equalization. In MATLAB, 
the command “histeq” performs histogram equalization. Command “imhist” 
displays histogram of the image. We use command “imhist” to show the 
histograms of the image before and after equalization. The MATLAB code for this 











Figure 3.8 shows the image and its histogram before and after histogram equalization. 
As can be seen, the quality of the image has improved in the processed image.
3.3 mask ProcessIng: lInear fIlterIng In sPace DomaIn
It.is.often.the.case.that.instead.of.linear.processing.of.images.using.filters.described.
in.frequency.domain,.space-domain.linear.filters.are.used.in.typical.image.process-
























































50 100 150 200 250
fIgure 3.8 (a).Original.image..(b).Transformed.image.after.histogram.equalization..(c).Gray-
level.histogram.of.the.original.image..(d).Histogram.of.the.image.after.histogram.equalization..
(Courtesy. of. Andre. D’Avila,. MD,. Heart. Institute. (InCor),. University. of. Sao. Paulo,. Medical.
School,.Sao.Paulo,.Brazil.)
ω(–1, –1) ω(–1, 0) ω(–1, 1)
ω(0, –1) ω(0, 0) ω(0, 1)
ω(1, –1) ω(1, 0) ω(1, 1)
fIgure 3.9 Typical.3.×.3.mask.
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version.of.the.original.image..A.low-pass.filter.is.sometimes.used.as.a.preprocessing.
step. to. remove.unimportant.details. from.an. image.before.object. extraction..Such.
filters.are.also.used.to.bridge.small.gaps.in.lines.and.curves.as.an.interpolating.tech-


















In this example, we explore the implementation of a low-pass filter H in MATLAB. 
In the following code, choosing H as defined in the code will set the mask as the 
low-pass filter defined in Figure 3.10a. Then, the command “imfilter” is used to 
apply the filter H on image I. Figure 3.11a shows the original image, and Figure 3.11b 
shows the image after applying the low-pass filter.
 I=imread(‘image.jpg’);
 I=rgb2gray(I);
 H=(1/9)*[1 1 1; 1 1 1; 1 1 1];




As can be seen, Figure 3.11b is more blurred than the original image. 
Increasing the dimension of the mask to higher values will result in more 
blurring effect.
1 1 1
(1/9)* 1 1 1
1 1 1 .
1 2 1
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3.3.2  meDiAn filterS












The performance of a 3 × 3 median filter on a subimage is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
As can be seen from Figure 3.12, the median filter selects the median of the gray-
level values in the 3 × 3 neighborhood of the central pixel and assigns this value as 
the output. In this example, the median filter is to select the median of following set: 
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Intuitively, when median filters are applied to an image, pixels whose values 
are very different from their neighboring pixels will be eliminated. By eliminat-
ing the effect of such odd pixels, values are assigned to the pixels that are more 
representative of the values of the typical neighboring pixels in the original image.
The main advantage of median filter is reducing the random noise without 
eliminating the useful high-frequency components such as edges. This means that 
while median filter provides smoothing effects similar to linear low-pass filter, it 
avoids blurring effects that are associated with linear smoothing filters.
example 3.6
In this example, we discuss the simulation of median filter in MATLAB. In order 
to explore the performance of median filters, we select a non-noisy image and 
intentionally add some noise to it. Then, we apply median filter to remove the 
added noise. In order to do so, we use “imnoise” command to add some noise to 
the image. The command “medfilt2”, which is the 2-D median filter, is then used 








Figure 3.13 shows the two images. Figure 3.13a shows an image, which was contami-
nated by salt and pepper noise, while Figure 3.13b shows the median-filtered image.
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example 3.7
In this example, we focus on the original image shown in Figure 3.14a, and its noisy ver-
sion shown in Figure 3.14b. Figure 3.14c shows the effect of median filter on the noisy 
image, while Figure 3.14d illustrates the results of low-pass filtering of the noisy image.
Evidently, the low-pass filter has reduced the noise level in the image; how-
ever, at the same time, the filter has blurred the image. On the other hand, while 
median filter has also reduced the noise, it has preserved the edges of the image 
almost entirely. Again, this difference is due to the fact that the median filter forces 
the pixels with distinct intensities to be more like their neighbors and therefore 
eliminates isolated intensity spikes. Such a smoothing criterion will not result in 
significant amount of filtering across edges.
Median filters, however, have certain disadvantages. When the number of 
noisy pixels is greater than half of the total pixels, median filters give a poor 
performance. This is because, in such cases, median value will be much more 
influenced by dominating noisy values than the non-noisy pixels. In addition, 
when the additive noise is Gaussian in nature, median filters may fail to provide 
a desirable filtering performance.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
fIgure 3.14 (a). Original. image,. (b). noisy. image,. (c). image. after. low-pass. filter,. and.
(d). image. after. median. filter.. (Courtesy. of. Andre. D’Avila,. MD,. Heart. Institute. (InCor),.
University.of.Sao.Paulo,.Medical.School,.Sao.Paulo,.Brazil.)










As. in. linear. low-pass. filters,. the. masks. used. for. high-pass. filtering. are. noth-
ing.but. the. truncated.approximations.of. the. space-domain. representation.of. the.




Figure 3.15 shows an example of a high-pass filter. As can be seen, the central 
value of the box is positive and the peripheral values are negative.
As in linear low-pass filters, while this set of numbers might form the most 
popular high-pass mask, there is nothing special about these specific numbers, 
and similar high-pass masks with different set of numbers can be defined as 
long as the general rule of “positive in center and negative in peripherals” is 
observed.
Next, we discuss the implementation of this filter mask in MATLAB.
example 3.9




 H=(1/9)*[1 1 1; 1 −8 1; 1 1 1];





(1/9)* –1 8 –1
–1 –1 –1
fIgure 3.15 Typical.mask.of.linear.high-pass.spatial.filter.
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Then, we apply the mask to the medical image I shown in Figure 3.16a. Figure 3.16b 
shows the effect of the high-pass filter on the image.
Figure 3.16b shows how high-pass filters remove all the information of the image 
except for the edges and other high-frequency components such as texture. If the 
purpose of using high-pass filter is to improve the overall quality of an image through 
sharpening, high-pass filters by themselves may not be the solution. Specifically, if 
we are using high-pass filters only to extract edges, they might be the right tools, 
but they are not the best filters to simply improve the quality of a blurred image. 
This is again due to the fact that high-pass filters eliminate all important low-pass 
components that are necessary for an improved image. Another problem with high-
pass filters is the possibility of generating negative numbers as the pixel values of the 
filtered image. This is due to the negative numbers used in the applied mask.
The solution to the previously mentioned problems with high-pass filters is a 








contents.of. the. image..More.specifically,. if. the.nonzero.value. is.1,. then. the.mask.
would.not.change.any.pixel.in.the.original.image..Such.a.mask.is.often.referred.to.as.
“all-pass.filter”.or.“all-pass.mask.”
A. high-boost. filter. can. be. simply. defined. as. a. weighted. combination. of. the.
original.image.and.the.high-pass-filtered.version.of.the.image..In.this.combination,.
the.high-pass.components.are.highlighted.more.than.the.low-pass.ones,.i.e.,
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Or.simply,.in.terms.of.filters
. High-boost filter  all-pass filter high-pass filter= − +( )A 1 . (3.6)
As.can.be.seen,.setting.A.=.1.would.result.in.the.standard.high-pass.filter..But.in.a.
typical.high-boost.filter.by.setting.A.>.1,.a.weighted.version.of.the.original.image.
is. added.back. to. the.high-pass.components..Such.choices.of.A.maintain. the. low-
frequency. components. lost. in. the. pure. high-pass. filtering. and. therefore. produce.













In this example, we explore the implementation of a high-boost filter in MATLAB. 
In this implementation, we add a weighted version of the identity matrix K to the 
matrix H. Figure 3.18 shows the effect of the high-boost filters on the original 




 H=(1/9)*[1 1 1;1 −8 1; 1 1 1];
 K=[0 0 0;0 1 0;0 0 0];
 HB=( (A−1).*K) + H;




The best value of A for a particular image is often found by trial and error, but, in 
many images, values around A = 1.15 provide desirable performances.
0 0 0
(A –	1) 0 1 0
0 0 0 .
–1 –1 –1
+1/9 –1 8 –1
–1 –1 –1 .
–1 –1 –1
=1/9 –1 W –1
–1 –1 –1
fIgure 3.17 High-boost.mask.
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3.3.3.3 Derivative filters
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Note. that. since. the. smallest. value. to. approximate.∂x. is. one.pixel,.we. ended.up.




























































for.spatial.differentiation.. In.order. to. form.these.masks,.we.start.with.analyzing.a.
small.subimage.as.shown.in.Figure.3.19..In.this.figure,.zis.are.the.gray.levels.of.the.
corresponding.pixels.































Two-dimensional. discrete. Fourier. transform. (2-D. DFT). of. a. digital. image,. as.





















. Q u v H u v P u v( , ) ( , ) ( , )= ⋅ . (3.14)
The.calculation.of.the.IDFT.of.Q(u,.v).gives.the.filtered.image.in.the.space.domain..














Next,.we.discuss. the. ideal.2-D. low-pass.filter. in. the. frequency.domain.and. its.
approximation.using.2-D.Butterworth.filters.
3.4.1.1 Ideal low-Pass filter
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3.4.1.2 butterworth low-Pass filters
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. s a be
cr= + . (3.20)
where
a,.b,.and.c.are.constants











In.almost.all.of. the.hospitals.across. the.world,. the.MRI. technology. is.used.
*.Courtesy.of.Dr..Helen.Gruber,.Carolina.Medical.Center,.Charlotte,.NC.
†. From.Goldberger,.A.L..et.al..(2000).
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to.capture.a.large.number.of.brain.images.that.need.to.be.saved.in.physical.
medium.such.as.a.hard.disk.or.a.CD..Therefore,. it. is. essential. to.compress.
these. images. to.avoid. the.excessive.cost.of.digital. storage..Even. though. the.






. c.. .Continue.eliminating. the.bits.as. long.as. the.quality.of. the.resulting. image. is.
visually. satisfactory.. How. many. bits. can. be. eliminated. before. the. quality.
is unsatisfactory?.What.compression.percentage.is.achieved?
3.3. .Read. the. mouse. vertebra. image. “p_3_3.jpg”.*. Using. MATLAB,. perform.




















. d.. .How. would. you. modify. the. derivative. filters. for. image. improvement.
applications?
reference
Goldberger,.A.L.,.Amaral,. L.A.N.,. Glass,. L.,. Hausdorff,. J.M.,. Ivanov,. P.Ch.,. Mark,. R.G.,.
Mietus,.J.E.,.Moody,.G.B.,.Peng,.C.K.,.and.Stanley,.H.E..(2000,.June.13)..PhysioBank,.
PhysioToolkit,. and. PhysioNet:. Components. of. a. new. research. resource. for. complex.




4 Edge Detection and 
Segmentation of Images
4.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW
In.medical.image.processing,.as.well.as.many.other.applications.of.image.process-
ing,.it.is.necessary.to.identify.the.boundary.between.the.objects.in.the.image.and.
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In order to better understand how Sobel masks highlight edges, let us consider 
the image block shown in Figure 4.1a. The image has three gray levels: 0, 1, and 2, 
where level 0 represents a completely dark pixel, level 2 encodes a completely 
bright pixel, and level 1 illustrates points with medium gray-level intensity.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.1, there are two regions in the image and a 
border (edge) in between. Now, let us consider three pixels: pixel (4, 4) located 
on the edge and pixels (2, 4) and (6, 4) that are not located on the edge. For the 
pixels at coordinates (4, 4), (2, 4), and (6, 4), the gray level of the correspond-
ing points in the edge-detected image using the Sobel mask will be 2, 0, and 0, 
respectively. Note that while the calculated value for the first point is 6, this 
value must be then floored to 2 since we have only three allowed gray levels. As 
the aforementioned numbers indicate, the resulting edge-enhanced image has a 
very small value for the points away from the edge (i.e., it sets the nonedge pixels 
to 0), while it has large gray levels for the pixels on the edge. In other words, the 
resulting edge-detected image shown in Figure 4.1b clearly highlights the edge 
between the two regions and replaces the points inside the regions on either 
side of the edge with 0.
As previously mentioned, the Sobel mask introduced in Equation 4.1 is capable 



















1 0 1 .
(4.2)
In practical images such as medical images, very few edges are either verti-
cal or horizontal. This implies that in real applications, a combination of the 
(a) (b)
fIgure 4.1 (a).Original.image.and.(b).edge-enhanced.image.
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horizontal edge-detecting and vertical edge-detecting masks must be used to 
capture the edges. However, in small scale, any edge can be approximated by a 
number of short horizontal and vertical edge components that can be detected 
by the masks described earlier. As a result, in Sobel edge detection, the image 
is often divided into smaller blocks, and then, in each block, a combination of 
vertical and horizontal Sobel edge detection is performed. Then, the detected 
edges in smaller blocks are combined with each other to form the edges in the 
complete image.




The following code reads an image called “image.jpg” and performs edge detec-
tion on the image using “edge” command. In “edge” command, one needs to 
determine which edge detection method is to be used. For example, here we use 







The image processed in this example is a photographic image of an intersection of 
the heart. As it can be seen in Figure 4.2, the edge-detected image (Figure 4.2b) 
extracts some of the edges in the original image.
While Sobel masks are used in some practical applications, they are known 
to be outperformed by two other edge detection methods such as Laplacian of 
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4.2.2  lAplAciAn of gAuSSiAn eDge Detection
This.edge.detection.technique,.as.the.name.may.suggest,.is.a.straightforward.com-















































The following code reads “image.jpg” and performs edge detection on the 
image using “edge” command based on both Sobel and Laplacian of Gaussian 
methods. The option keyword in “edge” command that identifies Laplacian of 










f (x, y) h(x, y) Δ g(x, y)2
fIgure 4.3 Schematic.diagram.of.edge.detection.using.Laplacian.of.Gaussian.
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In Figure 4.4, the effect of Laplacian of Gaussian edge detection technique on the 
heart image is shown and compared with Sobel technique.
As can be seen, the Sobel method is clearly outperformed by the Laplacian of 
Gaussian method, as the edges discovered by Laplacian of Gaussian method are 






Step 2:. The. gradient. magnitude. and. orientation. are. computed. using. finite-
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of.the.Gaussian.controlling.the.degree.of.smoothing..The.output.of.the.smoothing.
filter,.S(i,.j),.is.related.to.the.original.image.and.the.smoothing.filter.as.follows:
. S i j G i j I i j( , ) ( , ) ( , )= ∗ . (4.5)
In.the.next.step,.in.order.to.calculate.the.magnitude.and.orientation.(direction).of.the.
gradient.vector,.the.gradient.of.the.smoothed.image.is.used.to.produce.the.horizontal.
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S i j S i j S i j S i j
( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )≈ − + + + − + +1 1 1 1
2 .
(4.7)












































In this example, the heart image used in the previous example is edge detected 
using Canny edge detection method. The option “canny” in “edge” command 







The results shown in Figure 4.5 indicate the strength and capabilities of Canny 
edge detectors. As can be seen, the performance of this edge detection method is 
almost comparable with that of Laplacian of Gaussian. This is the reason that in the 
majority of medical image processing applications either Laplacian of Gaussian or 
Canny method is used for the standard edge detection step.
4.3 Image segmentatIon
In.almost.all.biomedical.image.processing.applications,.it.is.necessary.to.separate.
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As.described.earlier,.the.image.segmentation.techniques.can.be.classified.into.
two.general. categories.. In. the.first. category.of. techniques,. segmentation. is. con-
ducted.based.on.the.discontinuity.of. the.points.across.two.regions,.while,. in.the.







methods. for. detection. of. points. and. lines. in. an. image.. Then,. we. will. describe.
image. segmentation. methods. that. detect. regions. and. objects. in. an. image. using.
thresholding.ideas.
4.3.1  point Detection
In. point. detection. methods,. the. intention. is. to. detect. the. isolated. points. in. an.
image..The.main.factor.that.can.help.us.detect.these.isolated.points.or.pixels.is.the.
difference.between. their.gray. levels. and.gray. levels.of. their.neighboring.pixels..






cal.applications,. it. is.often.the.case.that.the.value.F. is.compared.with.a.prespeci-
fied.threshold.T..Formally.speaking,.for.any.point.in.the.image,.the.point.detection.
method.checks.the.following.condition:
. F T≥ . (4.10)
If.the.condition.holds,.then.the.point.is.marked.as.an.isolated.point.that.stands.out.
and.needs. to. be. investigated.. While. in. biomedical. image. processing. applications.
many.singular.points.in.images.are.caused.by.“salt.and.pepper”.type.of.noise,.some.
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example 4.5
In this example, we show how to use MATLAB to detect singular points in a typi-
cal image in astronomy. We first apply the mask shown in Figure 4.6 and then 
compare the response of the pixels in the image with a threshold value. In this 
example, the threshold value is set to 90% of the maximum observed gray-level 




Maxpix = max(max(I) );
H = [−1 −1 −1;−1 8 −1;−1 −1 −1];
Sharpened = imfilter(I,H);
Maxpix = double(Maxpix);























In this example, we illustrate the effects of the line detection masks introduced in 
Figure 4.8 on a satellite image. In MATLAB, code for this example is shown as fol-
lows. In the first few lines of the code, we define the first three masks of Figure 4.8 
and then we apply these masks to the original image.
I = imread(‘18.jpg’);
I = rgb2gray(I);
Hh = [−1 −1 −1;2 2 2;−1 −1 −1];
Hv = [−1 2 −1;−1 2 −1;−1 2 −1];











Figure 4.9 shows an image of the vascular system and images after line detection. 
It can be seen that in the image of Figure 4.9b, most of the horizontal lines repre-
senting the horizontally oriented blood vessels have been detected. Similarly, most 
of the vertical lines have been detected in the image of Figure 4.9c. The image in 
Figure 4.9d extracts the diagonal lines from the original image. There is nothing 
special about the 3 × 3 size of the defined masks, and the masks can be extended 
to larger masks such as 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 line detection masks.
4.3.3  region AnD oBject SegmentAtion
Previously,.we.discussed. the.detection.of. points. and. lines. in. an. image..Next,.we.
focus.on.processing. techniques. to.distinguish.and.detect. regions.representing.dif-
ferent. objects.. These. methods. are. particularly. important. for. biomedical. image.
–1 –1 –1
2 2 2
–1 –1 –1  
–1 2 –1
–1 2 –1
–1 2 –1  
–1 –1 2
–1 2 –1















(or.vice.versa),. separating. the. interested.object. from.the. image.can.be.performed.
with.a.simple.thresholding.of.histogram.as.described.in.the.following.
Figure. 4.10. shows. a. synthetic. cell. image. that. contains. cells. that. are. much.
darker.than.the.bright.background..Also,.Figure.4.10.shows.the.histogram.of.this,.






























0(b) 50 100 150 200 250
fIgure 4.10 (a).Original.image.and.(b).image.histogram.
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In this example, a subimage shown in Figure 4.11a is segmented through growing 
of the seed points for the two regions shown in Figure 4.11a. The range of gray 
level in this image is from 0 to 8. As can be seen, the gray level of each pixel is 
also shown in Figure 4.3a, and the seed points are marked by red-underlined gray 
levels. In this example, the similarity criterion is defined as follows: two neighbor-
ing pixels (i.e., horizontal, vertically, or diagonally neighboring pixels) belong to 
the same region if the absolute difference of their gray levels is less than T = 3. 
With this criterion and starting the identified seeds in Figure 4.11a, the segmented 
image of Figure 4.11b is obtained.
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In Figure 4.11b, one region is represented by a completely dark gray level 
(i.e., 0) and another by a completely bright gray level (i.e., 8). As it can be seen, 
the resulting segmented image is truly representing two regions in the subimage.
For region growing segmentation of color images, color features are often used 
as the similarity criteria. Another choice in region growing is how to stop the grow-
ing of regions. As mentioned earlier, the region growing algorithm is often stopped 













as.one. region.only,.R..First,. the.algorithm.divides. the.entire. region.R. into.some.
subregions.Ri..Since.in.quad-trees.a.region.is.often.split. into.four.quadrants,. the.
method.is.named.as.quad-trees..Then,.the.algorithm.makes.it.sure.that.each.quad-
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1 1 5 8 7
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. a.. .Apply. horizontal. line. detection. mask. to. highlight. the. horizontal. linear.
objects.and.show.the.resulting.image.




























5.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW
This.chapter.is.dedicated.to.the.concepts.and.applications.of.the.wavelet.transform.
(WT)..The.WT.has.become.an.essential.tool.for.all.types.of.signal.and.image.pro-









Consider the two time signals shown in Figure 5.1. Each of the signals is formed of 
three sinusoidal components with the same duration. The only difference between 
the two signals is the order at which these sinusoidal components appear in the 
signal. It is evident that order or relative location of these three components is 
indeed an important characteristic that allows differentiating the two signals from 
each other.
Next, we calculate the magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for 
these two signals, as in Figure 5.2. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the magnitude 
of the DFT for the two signals is exactly the same. In other words, if we limit 
ourselves only to the magnitude of the DFT, all the information regarding the order 
of the three sinusoidal components is lost.
Before leaving this example, we have to emphasize that the order information 
is not truly lost; rather, the order information is contained in the phase of the DFT 
of the signals. In other words, if someone observes and interprets the phase of the 
two signals, he or she must be able to discover the order of the three sinusoidal 
components, even though this may not be an easy task at all. However, as men-
tioned in the previous chapters, interpreting and dealing with the phase of the DFT 
of a signal is often considered as a relatively difficult task and one would rather 
focus on the magnitude of DFT only.
In the next example, the shortcomings of relying only on the magnitude of the 
FT are further emphasized.






























































Consider the signals shown in Figure 5.3a and b. As can be seen, the signal in 
Figure 5.3a is a rectangular pulse that starts very close to the origin while the second 
pulse shown in Figure 5.3b begins at a much later time.
While these two pulses are very different from each other (i.e., they start and 
end at different times), as can be seen in Figure 5.3c and d, the magnitude of their 
DFT is exactly the same. Even though one could distinguish these two signals 
from the phase of their DFT, as we discussed before, in typical signal and image 
processing applications, we often like to work with the magnitude of the DFT, and 
if we do so, we lose the pulse localization information.
The problem observed in the earlier examples can be restated as follows: 
Focusing only on the magnitude of FT, the localization of the information is lost. 
In other words, from the magnitude of FT, one cannot identify when and in what 
order “events” are occurring. In Example 5.1, if we define our events as the exact 
times a particular sinusoidal variation starts and ends, then the event localization 
information is lost in the magnitude of FT.
Next, we attempt to define a new version of the FT in which the time localization 
is preserved. This attempt leads us to the definition of a particular form of the FT called 
the short-time Fourier transform or STFT. For a signal x(t), the STFT is defined as
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In the previous definition, g(t − a) is a shifted version of a time window (gate) g(t) 
that extracts a portion of the signal x(t). In other words, the gate g(t − a), having a 
limited time span, selects and extracts only a portion of the signal x(t) to be ana-
lyzed by the FT. This time window is often a real-time function, and, therefore,
 g t a g t a
∗ − = −( ) ( )  (5.2)
Simply put, in STFT, a time window selects a portion of x(t) and then the regular 
FT is calculated for this selected part of the signal. By changing the amount of 
shift parameter a, one obtains not only the FT of every part of the signal, but also 
the time localization of each part as these portions are extracted at known time 
intervals identified by the shift factor a. In other words, the STFT analyzes both 
time and frequency information of every selected portion of the signal. However, 
as evident from the earlier definition, the STFT has two parameters, f and a. This 
means that there is more computation (compared to FT) involved in the process. 
The following examples explain how the STFT partially addresses the issues we 
had with the FT.
example 5.3
Consider the signal shown in Figure 5.4. The signal contains two time-limited 
events, namely, a triangular pulse centered around t = 1 and a sinusoidal variation 






















fIgure 5.3 (continued) (c.and.d).The.magnitude.of.the.FT.of.the.two.pulses.in.time.
shown.in.(a).and.(b).
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As one can expect, the FT of the signal would “mask” the order and localization 
of the two time events, as shown in Figure 5.5.
Now, we calculate the STFT for this signal for some values of a. The time gate 
used for this analysis, i.e., g(t), is shown in Figure 5.6. This rectangular window is 
among the most popular windows used for the STFT.
The magnitude of the STFT of the signal for a = 1 is shown in Figure 5.7a. As can be 
seen, the shifted gate captures the first time event, the triangular pulse, and calculates 
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For the shift values 3 ≤ a ≤ 7, the STFT will be zero as the shifted window cap-
tures a zero part of the signal that contains no time events. For a = 8 (Figure 5.7b), 
the STFT captures the second event in the signal, i.e., the sinusoidal variations.
Again, for 10 ≤ a ≤ +∞, no event is captured by the STFT, and, therefore, no 
particular information is in this part of the signal.
As.can.be.seen.in.the.previous.example,.the.STFT.seems.to.address.the.dis-
advantage.of.the.FT.being.blind.to.the.time.localization..In.reality,.several.dif-












































tive. effect. of. the. overlap. between. the. neighboring. events.. Such. windows. are.






































fIgure 5.7 (continued) (b).The.magnitude.of.STFT.for.a.=.8.
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In.order. to.find.a.replacement.for. frequency,.we.need. to.see.what. interesting.
features.are.captured.by.frequency..Consider.a.sinusoidal.basis.function.with.fre-
quency.0.1.Hz..Having.a.basis. function.with. this. frequency,.another.basis. func-
tion.in.the.Fourier.decomposition.of.the.signal.would.be.the.second.harmonic.of.
this. basis. function,. i.e.,. a. sinusoidal. basis. function. with. frequency. 0.2.Hz.. The.
harmonic. relation.among. the.basis. signals. is. the. fundamental. concept.of. signal.
transformation. and. decomposition.. Therefore,. the. relation. among. harmonics. is.
something.that.we.need.to.somehow.represent.by.our.new.concept.that.will.replace.
frequency.









































tions. are. the. shifted. and. scaled.version.of. the.mother.wavelet.. In. contrast.with.
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∫ ( ) 2
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(5.9)































































mother.wavelets.used.for. transformation..As.mentioned.in. the.previous.section,. the.
best.types.of.mother.wavelets.are.the.ones.that.form.an.orthogonal.set.









Based.on. the.QMF.algorithm,. the.DWT. for. a.one-dimensional. (1-D). signal. is.
systematically.calculated.as.follows..Assuming.a.digital.filter.h(n),.we.form.another.
filter.g(n).as.follows:
































“What. is. the. mother. wavelet. of. the. QMF. algorithm?”. It. seems. that. we. were. so.
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wavelet.. It. can.be. shown. that. all. popular. discrete.wavelets. such. as. dbX.can.be.
formed.using.QMF.algorithm.
Another.question,.which.is.to.the.most.part.an.open.problem,.is.as.follows:.“How.



































. h n h n
n
1
11 1( ) ( ) ( )= − −− . (5.15)
and







fast. variations,.we. can. easily.decompose. the. signal. to. several. levels. using.DWT,.











In this example, an EEG signal (described in Part II of this book) is decomposed 
using the QMF method. First we use the “wavemenu” command in MATLAB® to 
activate the interactive wavelet toolbox in MATLAB. Then, on Wavelet Toolbox 
Main Menu, under One-Dimensional, we select Wavelet 1-D. Now, on the 
Wavelet 1-D, we load and read the EEG signal. In order to analyze the signal, several 
options for the mother wavelet as well as decomposition levels are provided by 
MATLAB. We select db3 wavelet and decompose the signal to the seventh levels. 
Figure 5.11 shows the original signal, S (top graph), and reconstructed versions of 
the signal at different levels for all seven levels.
As can be seen, the first reconstruction of the signal (i.e., the second signal 
from the top) has only the low-frequency trend of the signal, while the last signal 
captures only noise-like fast variations of the signal. If the signal is believed to be 
corrupted by high-frequency noise, we can simply reconstruct the signal using 
only the first few components to eliminate the high-frequency noise. For denoising 
and filtering of the signal using DWT, more efficient techniques are often applied 
that will be discussed later in this chapter.
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The strength (power) of the reconstructed signals at different levels has important 
physiological meanings and applications. For instance, in an EEG signal, a very strong 
low-frequency component (second graph from the top) identifies that the patient 
might be asleep or about to fall asleep. This will be further discussed in a chapter 
dedicated to EEG.
5.5 tWo-DImensIonal Wavelet transform











































Decomposition at level 7: s = a7+ d7+ d6+ d5+ d4+ d3+ d2+ d1.


















tains.primarily. the. information.regarding. the.horizontal.variations.at.different. levels,.
and.Xv.comprises.the.decomposition.and.analysis.of.the.vertical.variations.in.the.image.








In this example, we decompose an image using the 2-D DWT and observe 
the image reconstructed in every scale. The image to be analyzed is a digital 
image of coronary arteries captured during an imaging process called angiog-
raphy. Analyzing the image using the 2-D DWT gives a set of images shown in 
Figure 5.13. This figure shows the low-frequency component of the original image 
(top left), the horizontal component (top right), the vertical component (bottom 
left),and diagonal information (bottom right).
The first observation is that the low-pass component (top left) is almost enough 
to perceive the entire image. This is a witness to the compression capabilities of 
DWT. In other words, while the size of the DWT coefficients needed to recon-
struct the low-pass components of the image is 25% of the original image, almost 
all information of the original image is preserved in the low-pass component. In 
addition, as can be seen in Figure 15.3, the horizontal component captures the 
horizontal information of the image (e.g., horizontal lines identify the arteries that 
are mainly in the horizontal direction), the vertical component represents the ver-
tical information (e.g., vertical arteries), and diagonal information (e.g., diagonal 


















2   along
each row
2   along
each column
2   along
each column
2   along
each column
2   along
each column
2   along
each row
fIgure 5.12 Schematic.diagram.of.2-D.DWT.
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arteries that are mainly horizontal are more visible in the horizontal components 
and the vertical arteries are more highlighted in the vertical components.
Nothing tells us to stop at the first level of decomposition, and we can easily 
continue decomposing the signal to another level. Figure 5.14 shows the decom-
position of the image into the second level. The second-level components provide 
a higher resolution in expressing the contents of the image in each direction and 
therefore can capture more detailed information regarding the image.
5.6 maIn aPPlIcatIons of DWt
The.main.applications.of.DWT.in.biomedical.signal.and.image.processing.are.filter-







in. the. wires. and. electrodes. are. high-frequency. noise.. Such. a. noise. appears. in.
almost.all.biomedical.signals.such.as.electroencephalogram.and.electrocardiogram.
Image selection
Decomposition at level 1

























































Decomposition at level 2
fIgure 5.14 Decomposing.the.image.into.the.second.level.































The. compression. performance. of. the. DWT. will. be. further. illustrated. in. the.
following.example.
example 5.6
As previously mentioned, in decomposing of the image given in Figure 5.13, 
the low-pass component requires only 25% of the storage space to provide an 
almost identical version of the original image. The second-level decomposition 
of the image is shown in Figure 5.14. As shown, the low-pass component, while 
having only 6.25% of the original image, still provides an acceptable approxi-
mation of the original image. These observations demonstrate the capabilities 
of the DWT in compression applications. This is why the newer versions of 
image compression technologies such as some JPEG standards apply the DWT 
for compression.
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. d.. .Use.“idwt2”. command. to. reconstruct. the.filtered. image. for. all. three.
values.of.ξ.for.both.hard.and.soft.thresholding,.compare.the.results,.and.
identify.the.setting.with.the.best.results.
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6 Other Signal and Image 
Processing Methods
6.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW

























systems,.we. start. the.description.of. some.popular. complexity.measures.with. two.
local.measures.of.complexity:.“signal.complexity”.and.“signal.mobility.”
6.2.1  SignAl complexity AnD SignAl moBility
These. two.features.can.quantitatively.measure. the. level.of.variations.along.a.sig-
nal..They.are.often.used.in.the.analysis.of.biomedical.signals.quantifying.the.first-.
and. second-order. variations. in. signals.. Signal. mobility. addresses. the. normalized.
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first-order.variations.of.the.signal,.while.signal.complexity.deals.with.the.second-
order. variations.. Consider. a. biomedical. signal. xi,. i. =. 1,…,. N.. Also,. let. signal. dj,.
j = 1,…,.N.−.1,.represent.the.vector.of.the.first-order.variations.in.x,.i.e.,
.
d x xj j j= −+1 . (6.1)
Moreover,.define. the.signal.gk,.k.=.1,…,.N.−.2,.as. the.vector.of. the.second-order.
variations.in.x,.i.e.,
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the. wavelet-based. measures.. Wavelet. transform,. as. introduced. in. Chapter. 5,. uses.
a.function.called.a.mother.wavelet.and.fits. the.scaled.and.shifted.versions.of. this.
function.to.decompose.a.sequence..This.transform.can.also.measure.self-similarity.
at. different. scales. of. the. sequence.. In. biomedical. signal. processing. applications,.
the. coefficients. of. the. wavelet. transform. in. each. subband. as. well. as. the. normal-
ized.power.of.coefficients.in.each.subband.are.used.as.complexity.features..The.use.










all. similarity. of. the. two. signals. indicates. that. the. wavelet. coefficients. describing.
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The. inverse.discrete.cosine. transform. (IDCT). is.defined.using. the. same. function.
a(u):
.






( ) ( ) ( )cos
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In this example, the MR image shown in Figure 6.1a is transformed to the DCT 
domain. The resulting DCT coefficients are shown in Figure 6.1b. The code for this 

















As can be seen, only a small number of DCT coefficients located in the top left 
corner of the DCT domain (i.e., the low frequency coefficients with small u and 
v indices) are significant and the rest of the coefficients are very close to 0. This 
means that if we keep only the significant coefficients (e.g., the coefficients whose 
absolute values is larger than a threshold value), the only coefficients that will sur-
vive are the ones in the top left corner. As shown in Figure 6.1c, reconstruction of 
the image using only the coefficients in the top left quadrant of the DCT domain 
results to a high-quality approximation of the image. In other words, using only a 
quarter of the original DCT coefficients will allow producing a high-quality recon-
struction of the original image. This compression process is the principal idea of 














50 100 150 200 250
(a)
fIgure 6.1 (a).Original.image,.(b).DCT.of.the.image,.and.(c).reconstructed.image.using.
only. the.coefficients. in. the. top. left.quadrant.of. the.DCT.domain.. (From.Goldberger,.A.L..
et al.,.Circulation,.101(23),.e215,.2000,.Circulation.Electronic.Pages;.http://circ.ahajournals.
org/cgi/content/full/101/23/e215).
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As in DWT, there are several techniques for choosing a suitable threshold value 
for compression, and this issue is still an open problem. As shown in the afore-
mentioned code, in MATLAB®, the commands “dct” and “dct2” are used for 1-D 
DCT and 2-D DCT, respectively. The inverse commands “idct” and “idct2” are 
used for decompression of the signals and images, respectively.
In more practical image processing applications, instead of compressing the 
entire image in one shot, the image is split into a number of subimages (often using 
a rectangular grid) and then each subimage is compressed using DCT separately. 
In reconstruction, first, each small subimage is decompressed and then the subim-
ages are put together to form the final reconstructed image. This will be further 
explored in one of the problems in the Problems section.





























The. difference. between. a. deterministic. signal. and. a. stochastic. process. is. the.
fact.that.once.we.have.one.recording.of.a.deterministic.signal,.we.know.everything.
about.it;.however,.every.measurement.of.a.stochastic.signal.is.merely.one.outcome.
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is. the.statistical. (or.ensemble).average.of.“x(t),”.variance. is.nothing.but. statistical.
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cesses,. strict. sense.and.wide.sense. stationary.concepts.are. the. same..Since.many.
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processes.can.be.approximated.by.some.Gaussian.process,.such.stationary.Gaussian.
processes.are.extremely.important.in.signal.processing.applications,.especially.bio-
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For. ergodic. processes,. all. averages. such. as. mean. and. variance. can. be. calcu-
lated. using. the. aforementioned. time. averaging.. Ergodicity. is. a. practically. useful.
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the. same.as. the.continuous.case.except. for. the. substitution.of. the. integral.with.a.
summation:
.
r m x n x n m p x n x n mXX XX
n






















The. main. application. of. this. function. is. identifying. potential. cause-and-effect.



















r m x n y n m p x n y n mXY XY
n













R f FT rXX XX( ) ( )= { }t . (6.27)
and
.
R f FT rXY XY( ) ( )= { }t . (6.28)
Similarly,. for. the. discrete. stochastic. processes,. the. power. spectral. functions. are.
defined.as.follows:
.
R k FT r mXX XX( ) ( )= { } . (6.29)
and
.
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The. 2-D. definitions. for. all. concepts. described. previously. are. straightforward..
In. general,. there. are. two. approaches. in. biomedical. signal. and. image. processing..
In. the.first.approach,.every.signal. is.assumed. to.be.deterministic.and.as.a. result,.
every.measurement.is.directly.used.in.Fourier,.wavelet,.and.other.types.of.analysis..
Obviously,. while. the. assumption. made. in. this. approach. is. not. very. realistic,. the.
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for. an.outcome.with.pi.=.0. is. still. infinity.. In.order. to.address. this. issue,.we.can.
further.modify.our.measure.to.“pi log(1/pi).”.This.measure.gives.zero.information.for.
outcomes.with.zero.probability.

























The.base. in. the.preceding. log. function.can.be.any.number,.but. the.most.popular.







come. has. the. same. probability.. In. such. a. case,. we. have. pi. =. 1/N,. and,. therefore,.












surprised.we.will. be. to.know. that. there. is. a. significant. change. in.patient’s.blood.
























































Assume that we have an image in which there are only five gray levels: 0, 1, 2, 
3, and 4. The size of the image is 256 × 256. The frequencies of occurrence for 
these gray levels (i.e., probabilities of gray levels) are given as p0 = 0.05, p1 = 0.03, 
p2 = 0.05, p3 = 0.07, and p4 = 0.80. A simple fixed-length binary code assignment 
would be assigning fixed-length binary codes to each gray level (symbol). For 
instance, with a fixed length of 3 bit, we can assign the following binary codes: 
0 → 000, 1 → 001, 2 → 010, 3 → 011, and 4 → 111. As can be seen, 3 bit is used 
to store every gray level. For such an assignment and considering the frequency 
of occurrence of each gray level, the overall size of the space needed to save the 
image can be estimated as follows:
 
Sizeof image = × × × + × + × + × + ×
=
256 256 3 0 05 3 0 03 3 0 05 3 0 07 3 0 80
1
( . . . . . )
96 608, bit
 
Knowing that the number of bits allocated to each symbol is always three, one 
could have made the preceding calculation much easier. Now, let us explore if 
we can encode the gray levels as binary codes differently and reduce the total 
storage space needed. The problem with the fixed-length codes given earlier is 
ignoring the probability of each sample when assigning codes. We address this 
issue in our second encoding technique by giving longer codes to less probable 
symbols and shorter codes to more probable ones. For instance, consider the 
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following codes: 0 → 110, 1 → 1110, 2 → 1010, 3 → 11110, and 4 → 00. For this 
code, the space needed to save the image is calculated as follows:
 
Sizeof image = × × × + × + × + × + ×
=
256 256 3 0 05 4 0 03 4 0 05 5 0 07 2 0 80
1
( . . . . . )
23965, bit
 
As can be seen, there is a significant decrease on the amount of space needed to 
save this image. Knowing that in biomedical applications, we need to store and 
transmit very many large medical images, the importance of using some optimal 
technique for binary representation of the biomedical data cannot be overesti-
mated. Before describing the optimal technique for such an encoding and repre-
sentation process, we have to add that in the literature of coding and information 
theory, in order to have a general criterion for the goodness of a code, a concept 
called the average length of the code, L
−
, is defined as follows:
 











In the preceding equation, li and pi are the length and probability of the ith code-
word, respectively. This definition, unlike the total size used earlier, is indepen-
dent of the size of the image or file before encoding. In addition, it is known that 
entropy in base 2 gives the theoretical limit on the average length of the best pos-
sible code. Therefore, it is desirable to compare the average code length of every 
code with the entropy and explore the quality of the obtained code compared to 









In comparison of two sets of codes using the code rate, the code with larger core 
rate (i.e., the core rate closer to one) provides a better code set.
6.5.3  HoffmAn coDing
Hoffman.coding.is.probably.the.best.practical.method.of.encoding.the.symbols.with.






















An image has four gray levels {1, 2, 3, 4} with probabilities p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.3, 
p3 = 0.15, p4 = 0.05. We design a Hoffman code for the image using a tree as 
shown in Figure 6.3.
Using the diagram, the resulting codes are C(1) = 0, C(2) = 10, C(3) = 110, and 
C(4) = 111. Remember that when assigning the codes using the tree diagram, we 
are moving backward, i.e., we start from the right-hand side and move toward 
the gray level in the left-hand side. Calculating the entropy and the average code 
length, we have H = 1.6477 and L−(C) = 1.7. This gives the code rate of R = 96.92%. 
The reader can verify that the code rate for a fixed-length code with 2 bit is 
82.38%. This shows the significant improvement gained by using Hoffman code.
The importance of Hoffman code in signal and image processing cannot be 
exaggerated. Compression technologies such as JPEG are all based on Hoffman 
coding. Without this compression method, the storage and communication of bio-
medical signals would have been practically impossible.
6.6 regIstratIon of Images
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′ = + + + +
x c x c y c xy c x c y
y c x c y c xy c x c



































We are to coregister two images using three tie points. Having only three tie points 
means we can solve for only six coefficients. Hence, we apply a mapping as 
follows:
 
′ = + +
′ = + +
x c x c y c x







Assume that the following tie points are given:
 
I I↔ ′
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
5 1 4 3
10 3 7 2
3 2 5 2  
























5 3 2 9
2 3 2 4
+
= + +
= + +  
(6.37)
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As can be seen, the resulting set of equations is linear. One can rewrite these 
equations in the matrix form as follows:
 
5 1 25 0 0 0
0 0 0 5 1 1
10 3 100 0 0 0
0 0 0 10 3 9
3 2 9 0 0 0
















































































The preceding equation can be solved using simpler matrix calculations, i.e., by 
multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the square matrix on the 














5 1 25 0 0 0
























0 0 0 10 3 9
3 2 9 0 0 0





















































































It is important to note that in mapping of the pixels from one image to another, 
we are using equations that give real numbers as the coordinates, while, in 
digital images, the coordinates need to be positive integers. This implies that 







of. stochastic.processes.was.briefly.discussed. in. this. chapter..The.basic.principles.
and.applications.of.the.coding.and.information.theory.were.also.reviewed..Finally,.a.
brief.description.of.the.image.registration.methods.was.provided.
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Problems
6.1. .Read.the.image.in.the.file.“p_6_1.jpg”.and.save.it.as.f(x,.y)..This.is.the.same.




























































Moody,. G.B.,. Peng,. C.K.,. and. Stanley,. H.E.. (2000,. June. 13).. PhysioBank,. PhysioToolkit,. and.
PhysioNet:. Components. of. a. new. research. resource. for. complex. physiologic. signals.. Circulation.
101(23):e215–e220.













. d.. .Using. the. MATLAB. command. “xcorr”,. calculate. an. estimation. of. the.
autocorrelation.function.













( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
5 1 4 3
10 3 7 2
3 2 5 2 .
. c.. Show.the.resulting.mapped.image.
*.Goldberger,.A.L.,.Amaral,.L.A.N.,.Glass,.L.,.Hausdorff,.J.M.,.Ivanov,.P.Ch.,.Mark,.R.G.,.Mietus, J.E.,.
Moody,. G.B.,. Peng,. C.K.,. and. Stanley,. H.E.. (2000,. June. 13).. PhysioBank,. PhysioToolkit,. and.




7 Clustering and 
Classification































Supervised. training. and. classification. are. heavily. used. in. biomedical. sci-
ences.. In. many. applications,. physicians. can. provide. biomedical. engineers. with.
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the.previously.diagnosed.cases.to.be.used.for.training.and.testing.of.a.classifier..
For.example,.many.automated.diagnostic. systems. for.processing.of.MR. images.


















Assume that two features about a person are given: height and weight. Using these 
two features, every person can be represented as a point in a two-dimensional 














175 180 185 190
fIgure 7.1 Two-dimensional. feature. space. representing. the. weight. and. height. of.
each.person.
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As can be seen, without any calculation and merely from observing the distri-
bution of the points, one can see that we are dealing with four clusters (types) of 
persons, which can be defined as follows:
Cluster 1 (Red): People with small height (<170 cm) and small weight (<70 kg)
Cluster 2 (Yellow): People with small height (<170 cm) and high weight (>70 kg)
Cluster 3 (Green): People with high height (>170 m) and average weight 
(>70 and <90 kg)
Cluster 4 (Blue): People with high height (>170 m) and high weight (>90 kg)
Looking at health conditions of each cluster, one can see that people belonging 
to clusters 1 and 4 are more healthy than people in clusters 2 and 3. This means 
that while people in clusters 2 and 3 need to make some changes in their diet to 
become healthier, no particular recommendations might be made to the people 
in clusters 2 and 3. The clustering results as well as the dietary recommendations 
resulting from these clustering processes are rather intuitive but useful. This means 
that now the model can be used to analyze the examples that have not been seen 
by the clustering method. In other words, now that the clusters are formed, one 
can use the resulting rules to define clusters for assigning new examples to one of 
the groups. For example, in a classification process based on the resulting groups, 
a person whose height and weight are 180 cm and 82 kg, respectively, is mapped 
to cluster 4. Based on our intuitive analysis of cluster 4, people assigned to this 
cluster are rather healthy and no particular dietary recommendations are needed. 
It is important to note that this model was created without using any labeled 
examples, i.e., the training samples used to develop the model were not labeled 
by a supervisor.
As another biomedical example, consider the discovery of the genes that are 
involved in the biological pathways involved in a biological process. Essentially, 
this problem is often simplified to the identification and grouping of the genes 
that are activated and suppressed at the same time throughout the course of a 
biological process. In such studies, having no previous example, one simply finds 
the genes having similar patterns and groups them together as a cluster. When 
the clusters are formed, the clustering technique can extract some rules or math-
ematical methods to separate the clusters from each other. This type of learning 
in which no labeled examples are given and the method is designed to find the 


















































7.3.2.1 signal Power in frequency bands
The. high-frequency. contents. of. a. signal. are. often. interpreted. as. a. measure. of.













































































Eccentricity:.An. important. feature.called.eccentricity. is.defined. to.evaluate. the.




Length of Major Axis































7.4 k-means: a sImPle clusterIng methoD
K-means.is.one.of.the.most.popular.techniques.heavily.used.in.biomedical.signal.
and.image.analysis..In.K-means,.it. is.assumed.that.there.are.“K”.groups.of.pat-









Step 1:. Find. the. distance. of. all. samples. x0,. x1,…,. xn−1. from. all. centers. m0,.
m1,…, mK−1,.i.e.,.for.all.i.=.0,…,.n −.1.and.j.=.0,…,.K −.1.find
.


















In this example, without using any mathematics or calculations, we explore the 
mechanism of K-means clustering through a symbolic visual example. Consider 
the patterns given in Figure 7.2a. Each of the coordinates in Figure 7.2a is a feature, 
and each example is shown as a point. As can be visually perceived, there are 
three clusters of patterns.
Assuming K = 3, the centers of the three clusters must be randomly initialized in 
Step 0. In Figure 7.2b such a random initialization of the centers is shown. As can 
be seen, the initial centers randomly selected for two clusters on the right-hand side 
belong to the same cluster (the cluster on the far right). Such a choice, even though 










































In the next step, for each example in the feature space, we need to determine 
the cluster to which the example belongs to. This choice is simply made based 
on the proximity of the examples to the cluster centers. The results of this cluster 
assignment step are shown in Figure 7.2c.
Next, we need to average the members in each of the resulting cluster to find the 
new cluster centers and then reassign the samples to the clusters, this time using 
the new cluster centers. The new cluster centers are shown in Figure 7.2d. As can 
be seen, the centers of the clusters are now closer to the expected centers of the 
actual clusters. At the next iteration, we use the new cluster centers to assign every 
example to one of the three clusters. The results of this assignment are shown in 
Figure 7.2e. Finally, we calculate the new centers based on the clusters obtained 
in Figure 7.2e, which gives the cluster centers depicted in Figure 7.2f. At this point, 
the cluster centers are indeed in the center of actual clusters and repeating the 
process for extra iteration will not change the clusters. At this point, the algorithm 
has converged to the actual clusters, and, therefore, the iterations are terminated. 




In this example, we first generate 40 random samples. Twenty samples in this pool 
are generated using a 2-D normal distribution centered at (1, 1), and the remain-
ing 20 samples are from another normal distribution centered at (−1, −1). Then, 
a K-means algorithm is applied to cluster these samples into two clusters. The 
MATLAB codes for this example are as follows:
X=[randn(20,2) + 2.8 * ones(20,2);
randn(20,2)−2.8*ones(20,2)]
[cidx, ctrs] = kmeans(X, 2, ‘dist’,‘city’, ‘rep’,5, ‘disp’, 
‘final’)
plot(X(cidx==1,1),X(cidx==1,2),‘r.’, …
X(cidx==2,1),X(cidx==2,2), ‘b.’, ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2), ‘kx’);
In the preceding code, first, we use the command “randn” to generate 40 normally 
distributed random samples out of which 20 samples are around (1, 1) and the rest 
are centered at (−1, −1). Then, we use K-means algorithm to perform clustering of 
these samples and divide them into two clusters. Number “2” in k-means com-
mand reflects our desire to form two clusters for the data. The options “dist” and 
“sqEuclidean” specify the Euclidean distance as the distance measure for cluster-
ing. The rest of the code deals with the labeling of the samples in each cluster.
Figure 7.3 shows the result of clustering. Samples of one cluster are shown with 
red, and the samples belonging to the other class are graphed in blue color. We 
have also marked the center of each cluster by X’s. In this example, many points 
generated by the first random generator, centered at (1, 1), are correctly assigned 
to the “blue” cluster. However, some points closer to the origin, while generated 
by the random generator at (1, 1), may be assigned to the red group, which is 
mainly formed by the sample of the other normal distribution. This shows that 
even though K-means is a simple and rather fast algorithm, it has some limitations.
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7.5 bayesIan classIfIer












An. important.concept,.which. is. important. in.Bayesian. theory,. is.“a.priori.prob-
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. P X P P X P( ) ( ) ( ) ( )| |w w w w1 1 2 2> . (7.6)
and.ω2.otherwise.
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The. simple. Bayesian. classification. method,. although. straightforward. and.
intuitive,. may. not. be. sophisticated. enough. to. deal. with. real-world. problems.. In.





In. many. practical. applications. including. medical. diagnostics,. it. is. often. the. case.





takes.. Assuming. the. two-category. classification,. such. as. in. the. simple. example.




importance.of. each.misclassification. in. the.decision.process..This. risk. function.
can.be.defined.as.follows:
. R X P X P Xi i i( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2a l a w w l a w w| | | | |= + . (7.7)
The. best. decision. is. then. made. based. on. these. risk. functions.. For. instance,. if.
R(α1|X) <.R(α2|X),.α1.will.be.the.action.
example 7.4
Figure 7.4 shows two categories forming a 2-D dataset. The data for each category 
are Gaussian distributed. We intend to use Bayesian decision rule to find a decision 
boundary between the two categories.
To do this, we need to estimate probability function for each category. Since 
we know that probability functions of these two categories are Gaussian, all we 
need to do is to compute the sample mean and sample variance of each category 
to obtain the probability density functions (PDFs). Calculating the sample means 
and sample variances of these two categories, we have
 






































Using Equation 7.4, the optimal decision boundary can be obtained as follows:
 P X P P X P( ) ( ) ( ) ( )| |w w w w1 1 2 2=  (7.8)
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Assuming that we have equal a priori probabilities, i.e., P(ω1) = P(ω2), Equation 7.6 
will be simplified to
 P X P X( ) ( )| |w w1 2=  (7.9)
Now, for Gaussian distributions,
 




exp ( ) ( )
/ /















By substitution of Equation 7.8 in Equation 7.7 and using “ln” function for both 
sides of Equation 7.7, we have
 





Σ Σ Σ Σ
 
(7.11)
The reason for applying the logarithm function on is to reduce exponential equations 
to a simpler form. Since in this example, variances are assumed to be equal, i.e., 
∑1 = ∑2, these terms can be eliminated from two sides of Equation 7.9. Using 
the values of μ1, μ2, ∑1, and ∑2 of the samples shown in Figure 7.5 and solving 
Equation 7.9 for the point where the two distributions intersect, X1, we obtain 
this value as X1 = 8/3. This means that when a new sample is measured, the 
comparison of the features of the new sample with X1 will identify the class 
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fIgure 7.4 Two.categories.of.2-D.Gaussian.distributed.data.
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7.6 maxImum lIkelIhooD methoD




As. mentioned. previously,. in. order. to. form. the. Bayesian. decision. equations,.
the. class. conditional.probabilities. are.needed..Since. in.practice,. the.knowledge.
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Once.again.and.due. to. the.multiplicative.nature.Equation.7.10. that.defines. the.





































In this example, we show how to perform MLE in MATLAB. In MATLAB, one 
can utilize the command “mle” to estimate the parameters assuming a certain 
probability distribution. As can be seen in the following code, we first produce a 
vector of 400 normally distributed random samples. In the command “mle”, we 
need to determine the form of the distribution under which the data are produced 
and what “mle” estimates are the set of parameters for the chosen distribution 
form. There are some other commands in MATLAB that apply “mle” estimator 
to estimate parameters of some popular distributions such as binomial, exponen-
tial, gamma, etc. The following code shows the command “binofit” that uses 
“mle” estimator to estimate parameters of binomial distribution and “expfit” 







It is important to note that, in practice, the type of distribution function producing 
the data is unknown. In the previous example, even though we have produced 
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that data using a Gaussian distribution, we attempt to find the best parameters 
for some other distributions, because in order to emulate real problems, we must 
assume that no knowledge of the true distribution is available.
With MLE giving us the most likely PDFs for classes, one can then use methods 
such as Bayesian classifiers to perform classification. However, as previously men-
tioned, for most sophisticated problems, one may need to use more sophisticated 
classifiers such neural networks, as discussed in the following.
7.7 neural netWorks
Even.though.maximum.likelihood.and.other.statistical.methods.prove.to.be.effective.









means.no.assumptions.are.made.on. the. type.of. the.data.distribution.. In.addition,.
due. to. the. nonlinear. nature. of. the. method,. neural. networks. are. capable. of. solv-
ing.complex.nonlinear.classification.problems.that.cannot.be.addressed.by.simple.
statistical.methods..Neural.networks.are.composed.of.a.number.of.neurons.that.are.






















straight. lines,. perceptrons. can. always. provide. the. correct. classifiers.. Figure. 7.5.
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The. thresholding. process. shown. in. Equation. 7.14. is. exactly. what. is. happen-
ing.in.biological.neurons,.i.e.,.if.the.total.excitation.of.the.neighboring.neurons.is.






As.briefly.mentioned.earlier,.besides. the. regular. inputs. to.a.perceptron,.which.
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to.a.particular.class.and.−1.if.the.sample.does.not.belong.to.this.class..A.perceptron.









w new w old txi i ji( ) ( )= + .





The.training.process. is.continued.until. the.exposure.of. the.network.can.correctly.
classify.all.examples.in.the.training.set..In.order.to.train.a.neural.network.of.any.
type,. it. is.often. the.case. that. the.network.must.be.exposed. to.all. training.quite.a.





but. as. soon. as. the. next. example. is. used. for. training,. the. weights. are. very. much.
changed. in. favor.of. the.new.example..The. same. scenario. is. repeated. in. the. con-




w new w old txi i ji( ) ( )= + a .












trained.perceptron.produces. two.separating. lines..These. two. lines. split. the. space.
into.three.regions:.a.positive.region.(in.which.all.examples.belongs.to.the.class under.
study),. a. negative. region. (in. which. none. of. the. examples. belongs. to. the. class.
under  study),. and. a. dead. zone.. One. of. these. separating. lines. that. separates. the.
positive.region.from.the.dead.formulates.the.positive.region.as.follows:
. w x w x b T1 1 2 2+ + > . (7.19)
The. other. one. separates. the. negative. region. from. the. dead. zone. and. forms. the.
negative.region.as.follows:



















A typical demonstration example for perceptron is using perceptron to model the 
logical “OR” function. Assuming two inputs for the OR function, the output is 1 if 
any of the inputs is 1; otherwise, when both inputs are 0, the output of the function 
is 0. Augmenting the input space by adding the bias input, the perceptron will have 
three inputs. Then, the training set for the perceptron will be as follows. For inputs 
(x1, x2, b) = (1, 1, 1), (x1, x2, b) = (1, 0, 1), and (x1, x2, b) = (0, 1, 1), the target value will 
be t = 1, and for the input (x1, x2, b) = (0, 0, 1), the output will be t = 0.
In training the perceptron, we assume α = 1 and θ = 0.2. Table 7.1 shows the train-
ing steps for this perceptron. In each step, we change the weights of network based on 
the learning rate and the output of the network. Training continues until for a complete 
epoch, no weight is changing its value. In last training step, where there is no change 
in weights, the final weights are w1 = 2, w2 = 2, and w3 = −1. Therefore, the positive 
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response line will be 2x1 + 2x2 − 1 > 0.2, or simply x1 + x2 > 0.6, and the negative 
response line becomes 2x1 + 2x2 − 1 < −0.2 or x1 + x2 < 0.4.
In MATLAB, the command “newp” is used to create a perceptron network. 
This command is as follows:
. net newp(PR,S)= .
where
PR is a vector identifying the range of the input elements (i.e., min and max of 
each input)
S is the number of perceptrons (neurons)










x1 x2 b w1 w2 w3
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 1 1 −1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 −1
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 2
0 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 2
0 0 1 2 1 −1 0 0 −1 2 1 1
1 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
1 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 −1 0 0 −1 2 1 0
1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0
1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 2 1 −1
1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 −1
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 −1
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 1
0 0 1 1 1 −1 0 0 −1 2 2 0
1 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0
1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0
0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 2 2 −1
1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 −1
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 −1
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 −1
0 0 1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 2 2 −1
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example 7.7
In this example, we solve the OR gate problem using MATLAB. First, we define 
a perceptron net as net = newp([0 1; −2 2],1). Next, we define the input 
values P = [0 0 1 1; 0 1 0 1] and target values T = [0 1 1 1] and then 
apply the “train” command to train the network with the specified input and target 
(output) values. And finally, using “sim” command, we simulate the network and 
compare the predicted output values generated by the trained network against the 
true target values. The complete code has been shown as follows:
net= newp([0 1; −2 2],1);
P = [0 0 1 1; 0 1 0 1];
T = [0 1 1 1];
net = train(net, P,T);
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applications.. In. reality,.backpropagation.as.defined. later. is.merely.one.method.of.
training.sigmoid.neural.networks,.but.since.this.algorithm.is.almost.always.used.for.
training. these. structures,. in.many.books,.multilayer. sigmoid.neural. networks. are.
also.called.backpropagation.neural.networks..Another.common.name.that.is.often.
mistakenly.used.to.describe.multilayer.sigmoid.neural.networks.is.multilayer.per-















tion,. it. is. often.preferred. to.have. the. activation. functions.whose.derivates. can.be.
computed.easily.











which.gives.the.derivate. f x1′( ).as.follows:
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In. this. section,. we. explain. backpropagation. algorithm.. As. in. the. perceptron,.
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. dk k kt y= − . (7.27)
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These.errors.in.output.units.are.then.distributed.back.to.the.units.of.hidden.layer.



















v t v t xij ij j i( ) ( )+ = +1 ad . (7.30)
.
v t v tj j j0 01( ) ( )+ = + ad . (7.31)
In.the.preceding.equations,.α.is.the.learning.rate.as.defined.for.the.perceptron..Note.
the.role.δj.plays.in.the.updating.of.vijs.and.voj..This.role.described.why.the.algorithm.





















w t w t z w t w tjk jk k j jk jk( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ = + + − − 1 1ad m .
(7.32)
.







Since. not. meaningful,. backpropagation. example. is. short. enough. to. be. handled.
manually;.at. this.point,.we.start.describing. the.use.of.MATLAB.for. training.of.
multilayer.sigmoid.feedforward.neural.networks.
example 7.8
In this example, we show how to use neural network toolbox of MATLAB to create 
and train a backpropagation network. The simplest method of using MATLAB capa-
bilities in forming neural networks is using the command “nntool”. This command 
opens a dialog box for neural network toolbox. Figure 7.7 shows this dialog box.
As it can be seen in Figure 7.7, by clicking on “New Network,” one can open a 
new window in which we can create and train a new network. Figure 7.8 shows this 
window. In this window, we can determine the type of the network. For example, 
addressed here, we select our network as a feedforward backpropagation network 
fIgure 7.7 Neural.network.dialog.box.
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and select that input range as the interval between 0 and 10. In addition, we can 
select how many layers are desired for our network. In this example, we select one 
hidden layer and the number of neurons in this hidden layer is chosen as five.
After setting features of the network, we return to the main window (Figure 7.7) 
and use “Import” option to select the input and target files. At this point, the network 





















































































































. a.. .Assume. that. the. data. are. generated. by. a. Gaussian. distribution. and. use.
MATLAB.to.find.its.parameters.
. b.. .Assume. that. the. data. are. generated. by. a. binomial. distribution. and. use.
MATLAB.to.find.its.parameters.
. c.. .Assume.that. the.data.are.generated.by.an.exponential.distribution.and.use.
MATLAB.to.find.its.parameters.
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8 Electric Activities 
of the Cell






































passive. ion. control.. In. passive. control,. the. charge. gradient. across. the. membrane.
pushes. or. pulls. some. ions. inside. or. outside.. In. other. words,. the. passive. controls.










In. order. to. describe. the. electric. communication. between. cells,. all. the. electric.
phenomena.surrounding.the.cell.membrane.will.be.discussed.next.
8.2.1  trAnSmemBrAne potentiAl
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As.can.be.seen.from.the.definition.of. the.Nernst.potentials,. the.main.factor. in.
maintaining. the. Nernst. potentials. the. same. of. each. ion. is. ensuring. that. the. con-
centration.of.the.intercellular.and.extracellular.fluids.for.each.ion.are.constant..As.
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not. 0.. The. overall. rest. potential. is. different. for. different. specialized. cells,. but. it.
table 8.1
some sample Ion concentrations, their relative Permeability with 











K+ 155 4 1 −97.5
Na+ 12 145 0.04 66.4
Cl− 4 120 0.45 −90.7
A−.represents.assorted.cations.and.A+.stands.for.assorted.anions.













































































































of. the. sodium.channels,.or.equivalently. the. sharp. increase. in. the.permeability.or.
conductance.of.the.membrane.for.the.sodium.ions,.causes.an.avalanche.that.sharply.
increases.the.sodium.influx..This.process.that.makes.the.inside.of.the.cell.more.posi-

















































then,. the. local.changes. stimulate. the.neighboring.sections.of. the.membrane,. thus.
causing.the.membrane.potential.change.to.spread.
As.mentioned.before,.an.action.potential.starts.with.the.occurrence.of.some.exter-
nal.stimuli..The.only.condition.for.a.stimulus. to.excite. the.cell. is. that. it.needs. to.





















fIgure 8.5 Typical. action. potential.. (Courtesy. of. Steve. Knisley,. PhD,. Departments.
of. Biomedical. Engineering. and. Medicine,. Adjunct. Professor. of. Applied. and. Materials.
Sciences,.University.of.North.Carolina.at.Chapel.Hill.and.North.Carolina.State.University,.
Chapel.Hill,.NC.)
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the.means.of.communication.and.messaging.among.the.neighboring.neurons.form-
ing.a.network.. In.other.words,.nerve.cells.are.specialized. to.receive.and. transmit.
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8.5 electrIc Data acquIsItIon





























































and. the.propagation.velocity. is.2.m/s,. the.distance. traveled.by. the.wave.along. the.
axon.will.equal.2.mm.





When.electrodes. are.placed.on. the. skin. surface,. the. following.practical. issues.










































































9.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW
Electrocardiogram.(ECG).is.the.most.commonly.used.biomedical.signal.in.clinical.


















ena. involved. in. the. contraction.process.will. be.described..Finally,. the. formation,.
measurement,.and.processing.of.ECG.will.be.discussed.












When. the. atrium. contracts,. it. pumps. the. retained. blood. into. the. ventricle. that. is.
separated.by.a.valve.as.well..The.valve.only.allows.flow.from.the.atrium.to.the.ven-
tricle.and not.in.the.opposite.direction..This.valve.is.called.the.atrioventricular.valve..
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start. the.depolarization.process..There. is.however.an.order.of.depolarization,. i.e.,.
some. cells. depolarize. faster. than. others,. giving. the. fastest. cell. always. the. upper.
hand..If,.however,.the.faster.cells.are.damaged,.the.slower.cells.will.take.the.lead.
These.nodal.cells.are.organized.in.two.general.groups:.the.sinoatrial.node.(S-A.node).
and. atrioventricular. node. (A-V. node).. These. two. nodes. are. called. natural. pacemak-
ers..The.S-A.node,.which.is.the.main.pacemaker.of.the.heart,.stimulates.the.atria.and.
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If. all. cells. are. successfully. excited. at. the. apex. of. the. heart,. the. migration.


























































left. and. right.ventricle). and. the.conduction. through. the.Purkinje.fibers..The.final.









































Another. popular. electrode. placement. arrangement. is. outlined. in. Figure. 9.8..
A scrolling.curve.on. the.chest.outlines. the.electrode.placement. starting. from. the.
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In.general,. all. electric. recordings. are.made. in.differential. amplifier.mode.. In.
differential.amplification,.the.electric.potential.difference.signal.measured.between.
two.points. is.amplified,.and,. therefore,. the.common.signal.components. that.will.
be. recorded.on.both. electrodes. simultaneously.will. be.filtered.out..This. process.
is.called.common-mode.rejection..Since.various.noise.sources.will.have.an.identi-
cal. impact.on. the. recorded.electric. activity.on.electrodes,.by.measuring. the.dif-




loaded. catheter. placed. inside. the. left. ventricle. with. multiple. strands. of. electrode.
wires..Each.strand.can.have.16.electrodes,.and. there.can.be.16.strands.deployed..
These.strands.will.press.against.the.endocardial.wall.and.record.an.array.of.simul-
















The.main.postulate. in.the.forming.and.analysis.of. the.heart.vectors.is. that. the.















fail. to. reveal. the.whole.depolarization. story..As. can.be. seen,. in.order. to. address.
this. issue,.one.can.include.more.electrode.recordings.in.forming.the.heart.vector..




















The.heart. rate. is. sensitive. to. internal.and.external. stimuli. that.can. increase.or.
decrease.the.heart.rate..Two.different.types.of.mechanisms.that.can.affect.the.heart.
rate. can. be. distinguished:. intrinsic. and. extrinsic.. The. intrinsic. mechanisms. are.
due.to.the.changes.(e.g.,.stretching).in.the.S-A.node,.which.directly.alters.the.heart.
rate..Another.intrinsic.effect.is.temperature,.which.can.affect.the.heart.rate.both.in.
an.upward. and.downward.direction.depending.on. raised.or. lowered. temperature,.










a. consequence,. the.ventricular. rate.becomes. rapid.and. irregular,. even. though. the.
QRS.contour.may.still.look.normal..This.electric.phenomenon.is.referred.to.as.atrial.
fibrillation. (AF).. When. the. electric. disturbance. is. confined. to. the. ventricles,. the.
resulting.disease.is.referred.to.as.ventricular.arrhythmias.
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9.4 carDIovascular DIseases anD ecg










ease,. infections. (such.as.pericarditis),. atherosclerotic.disease,.or.hyperthyroidism..
These.conditions.caused.by.AF.are.not.as.life.threatening.as.some.of.the.ventricular.








shows. an. example. of. a. typical. AF. ECG. that. was. captured. using. the. Wilson.
I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5













system,. the. inner.walls.of. the.ventricles.are.activated.almost. simultaneously,. and.
the. activation. front. proceeds. mainly. radially. toward. the. outer. walls.. As. a. result,.
the.QRS.complex.of. a.healthy.heart. is.of. relatively. short.duration.. In.ventricular.
arrhythmias,.however,. since.either. the.ventricular.conduction.system.is.broken.or.
the.ventricular.activation.starts.far.from.the.A-V.node,.it.takes.a.longer.time.for.the.











I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5
III aVF V3 V6
fIgure 9.10 ECG. of. a. characteristic. VT. using. the. Wilson. placement. combined. with.
augmented.Einthoven.electrode.recording,.giving.a.total.of.nine.recordings..The.calibration.
block.at.the.beginning.of.each.recording.is.200.ms.wide.



























damage,.all. resulting. in.a.decreased.ability. to.conduct. impulses.by.generating. its.
own.depolarization..The.dead.cells.will.eventually.be.replaced.by.collagen.since.the.
heart.does.not.have.the.ability.to.regenerate.



























from.where. it. immediately.conducts.over. the.His.bundle.back. into. the.ventricles..
I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5



















various. illnesses,. the.conduction. from.S-A.node. to.A-V.node.can.be. interrupted..
This. is.called.AV.block..Under. these.circumstances,. the.atria.will.contract. faster.
than. the.ventricles.and. the.pump.function.will.be.severely.compromised..As.dis-
cussed.earlier,.if.the.P.wave.precedes.the.QRS.complex.with.a.PR.interval.of.0.12.s,.







Based.on. the. specific.condition.of. the.block,.different. types.of.AV.blocks. are.
defined.. The. conduction. system. defects. producing. a. third-degree. AV. block. may.
arise.at.different.locations.
9.4.8.1 main types of av block
The.A-V.node.can.suffer.several.types.of.damages.that.are.also.referred.to.the.heart.
block.. The. main. five. gradations. of. heart. block. that. can. be. distinguished. are. as.
I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5
III aVF V3 V6
fIgure 9.13 Third-degree. AV. block. recorded. by. augmented. recording. of. standard.
Einthoven.electrode.placement.combined.with.six-electrode.Wilson.chest.electrode.placement.
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ventricle.is.delayed.to.the.point. that. it.can.be.seen.following.the.activation.of. the.
left.ventricle..At.this.point,.activation.of.the.left.ventricle.still.takes.place.as.normal..
RBBB.causes.an.abnormal.QRS.heart.vector.and.points.toward.the.right.ventricle..











case,. the. ventricle. that. has. been. disconnected. is. excited. through. the. intercalated.
disks.connecting.the.left.and.right.ventricles..The.disconnected.ventricle.will.depo-
larize.later.than.the.one.that.is.still.connected..As.a.result,.the.QRS.complex.widens..




Technically,. the. ventricles. and. atria. are. supposed. to. be. electrically. isolated. from.
each.other..However,.sometimes.there.may.be.a.small.amount.of.conduction.passing.
I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5




























I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5
III aVF V3 V6
fIgure 9.16 ECG.of.LBBB.
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also.use. the. typical.signal.processing.and.pattern. recognition.measures.and. tech-
niques.for.diagnostics.
It. has. been. reported. that. the. computer-aided. interpretation. of. characteris-










the. signal.processing. techniques.can.more.accurately.calculate. the. time. intervals.
and.analyze.the.resulting.numbers.
Some.of.the.main.feature.extraction.and.signal.processing.methods,.including.the.
extraction.of. the. time-based.features.mentioned.earlier. for.some.specific.diseases.
will.be.discussed.next.
I aVR V1 V4
II aVL V2 V5



































range. of. 0–100.Hz. for. an. apparently. normal. ECG.. Arrhythmias. may. require. a.
frequency.analysis.up.to.200.Hz..However,.entering.even.higher-frequency.spec-
tra,. the. spectrum.will.be.dominated.by.noise.and.will.not. contribute.additional.
information.
An. important. disease. that. is. often. detected. in. the. frequency. domain. is. sinus.
tachycardia.. A. sinus. rhythm. of. higher. than. 100. beats. per. minute. is. called. sinus.
tachycardia..Similar.conditions.often.occur.as.a.physiological.response.to.physical.
exercise.or.physical.stress,.but,.in.diseased.cases,.the.condition.results.from.conges-
tive.heart. failure..More.specifically,. if. the.sinus. rhythm. is. irregular. such. that. the.
longest. PP. or. RR. intervals. exceed. the. shortest. interval. by. 0.16.s,. the. situation. is.
diagnosed.as.sinus.arrhythmia..This.condition.is.very.common.in.all.age.groups.but.

















I aVR V1 V4













of. the. signal. is. used. for. the. frequency. analysis.. The. details. of. this. process. were.
discussed.in.Part.I.of.the.book.
Several. frequency.effects.measured.by. the.electrodes.are.not.necessarily.asso-
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Problems





































. d.. .Compare.a.single.period.with.one.period.of. the.signal. in.Problem.9.1.and.
comment.on.the.differences.















. b.. .Compare.a.single.period.with.one.period.of. the.signal. in.Problem.9.1.and.
comment.on.the.differences.





10.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW
The. brain. acts. as. the. central. control. and. data. processing. unit. for. the. biologi-
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people.the.left.hemisphere.manages.speech,.reading,.writing,.logical.thinking,.and.
predominantly.controls.the.right.side.of.the.body..The.right.hemisphere,.on.the.other.







brain. is. the.occipital. lobe,.which.collects. and. interprets.visual. images..On.either.
side.of. the.occipital. lobe.are. the.temporal. lobes,.which.process.hearing.and.store.





























































Since. the. initial. discovery. of. the. electric. activity. of. the. brain,. the. ability. to.
measure.this.activity.using.EEG.has.been.perfected..The.EEG.technology.is.very.
inexpensive.and.accurately.measures.brainwave.activity.in.the.outer.layer.of.the.




































in. sensitive. applications. where. the. functional. information. from. the. structures.


















































waves.. The. presence. and. strength. of. each. of. these. waves. can. be. easily. detected.
using.discrete.Fourier.transform.(DFT).of.the.EEG.signal.(in.deterministic.analysis.
of.the.signal).or.using.the.power.spectra.of.the.EEG.signal.(in.stochastic.processing.




















Representative. signals. from. the. four. frequency.bands.of. the.brain. activity. are.





















ing.media..Consider. the.distance.traveled.by.a.neural.signal. in.time. t.as.d..Then,.
assuming.the.speed.of.neural.signal.propagation.as.V,.we.have
. d V t= ⋅ . (10.1)
On.average,.the.distance.from.the.frontal.to.the.posterior.area.of.the.brain.spans.
approximately.0.2.m..In.addition,.we.know.the.speed.of.propagation.for.current.
in. biological.media. is. approximately.5.m/s..This.means,. according. to.Equation.
10.1,.the.duration.to.traverse.the.distance.from.front.to.back.of.the.cortex.comes.
to.0.04.s..In.reality,.this.wave.travels.back.and.forth.between.the.front.and.back.
of. the. brain.. Modeling. this. phenomenon. as. a. standing. wave. (a. pattern. formed.
by.a.forward.and.a.backward.moving.wave),.would.generate.a.primary.one-half.
wavelength.standing.wave..This.means.that.the.entire.length.of.the.wave,.or.the.































































mechanical. or. neurological.. During. the. course. of. AEP. measurement,. tones. with.
different.frequencies.are.played.on.a.headphone.attached.to.the.patient’s.ears..While.
























































lar. recordings,. the. signal. is. strongest.near. the. section.of. the.brain. that.processes.
visual.input..The.visual.input.is.processed.in.the.rear.of.the.head,.with.the.left.brain.
processing.the.information.of.the.right.eye..The.signals.that.are.recorded.at.greater.














































a. designation. based.on. the.polarity.of. the. initial. signal. deflection,. either. positive.





ERP.EEG.measurements. are.often.used. to. investigate.neurophysiologic. corre-












Epilepsy. is.a.chronic. illness. identified.by. irregular.occasions.of.unconsciousness,.
sometimes.associated.with.violent. convulsions.. It. is. a.pathological. condition.of.a.
group.of.nerve.cells.firing.harmoniously.with.a.certain.frequency..With.the.default.




From.the.standpoint.of.diagnostics,. it. is.a.definite. inconvenience. that.epileptic.
attacks.are. relatively.unpredictable..However,. sometimes.epilepsy.can.be. induced.
under.laboratory.conditions..In.general,.epilepsy.may.be.induced.by.periodic.events.
such.as.flickering.lights.in.a.discotheque.or.while.traveling.down.a.road.lined.with.
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The.focal.location.of.the.origin.of.the.epileptic.signal.is.usually.determined.by.
finding. the. inverse.solution. to.a.so-called.equivalent.dipole.source.from.the.EEG.





Due. to. the.distinguished.differences. in. frequency.content.of. the.awake.and.sleep.
EEG,.the.EEG.recordings.are.heavily.used.in.diagnosing.sleep.disorders..As.men-




























































down..The.EEG.of. a.Parkinson’s.disease.patient. resembles. that. of. a. toddler. or. a.
young.child.
10.6 eeg for assessment of anesthesIa





(hypercapnia). will. cause. a. decrease. in. the. EEG. spectrum. as. well,. while. a. small.
increase.in.the.carbon.dioxide.content.can.result.in.an.increase.in.the.spectral.con-
tent.of.the.EEG.












10.7 ProcessIng anD feature extractIon of eeg




























































































high-frequency.share..The.MPF. is.also.used. in. the.analysis.and.quantification.of.
anesthesia.depth.
10.7.3  time-DomAin AnAlySiS
Artifact.detection. in. time.domain. is.usually.based.on. the.empirically.determined.
































fIgure 10.7 Two-dimensional. display. of. a. normal. frequency. spectrum. recorded.



























































like. epileptic. patterns.. The. detection. of. epileptic. pattern. is. of. particular. concern.
because,.in.most.suspected.epileptic.cases,.these.patterns.appear.at.random.and.only.


















































of. data.. The. data. are. of. a. suspected. petit. mal. assault. in. a. 13-year-old.
patient.†
. a.. .Detect. the. spike-and-sharp-wave. complexes. with. wavelet. analysis. and.
determine.the.duration.of.these.events.















*.The. data. file. “p_10_1.xls”. is. a. portion. of. 64. recordings. of. a. study. by. Dr.. Henri. Begleiter. at. the.
Neurodynamics.Laboratory. at. the.State.University.of.New.York.Health.Center. at.Brooklyn. in. the.
effects.of.alcoholism.on.the.brain.activity.and.on.the.EEG.
†. The. data. file. is. from. Alpo. Vaerri. and. a. research. team. at. the. Tampere. University. of. Technology,.
Tampere,.Finland.
‡. Courtesy. of. Ralph. G.. Andrzejak,. Department. while. at. the. Department. of. Epileptology. of. the.
University.of.Bonn,.Bonn,.Germany.
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The. file. contains. a. 1.min. episode-free. segment. followed. by. the. epileptic.
attack.*.The.total.file.duration.spans.3.min.with.post-seizure.activity..The.sam-
pling.rate.is.102.4.Hz.































diagnosed. using. EMG.. In. this. section,. the. nature. of. this. signal,. as. well. as. the.
computational.methods. to.process. this. signal. for.different.medical.applications,.
is.discussed..We.start.this.section.with.a.brief.review.of.muscle,.its.structure,.and.
electric. activities.. The. anatomy. and. physiology. of. the. muscle. provides. a. better.
insight.to.the.origin.of.the.EMG.signal.itself.
11.2 muscle






ation.perceived..This. response. is. transmitted. to. the.muscles. through. the.network.
of.nerves..As.the.muscles.execute.the.command,.a.mechanical.motion.is.created.to.
react.to.the.stimuli..For.instance,.in.the.previous.example.of.touching.a.hot.object,.






















Regardless. of. the. exact. type. of. the. muscle,. every. muscle. has. the. following.
four. characteristics:. excitability,. contractility,. extensibility,. and. elasticity.. The.
excitability. represents. the. phenomenon. of. the. effect. of. an. external. stimulus. to.























The.chemical.process.under.which. the.neuron.stimulates. the.fibers. in.a.motor.
unit,.illustrated.in.Figure.11.1,.can.be.briefly.described.as.follows..As.can.be.seen.
in. Figure. 11.1,. under. the. influence. of. an. external. action. potential. transmitted. by.
a. nerve. cell,. the. axon. of. the. nerve. cell. ending. in. a. synapse. releases. a. chemical.
substance. called. a. neurotransmitter. (acetylcholine:. ACh). that. travels. the. distance.
between. the. nerve. cell. and. the. muscle. cell.. The. ACh. attaches. to. ACh. receptors.
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located.on.the.postsynaptic.membrane.of.the.muscle.cell..The.area.on.the.muscle.













alpha.neurons. that. innervate. the.motor.units.have. their.origin. in. the. spinal. cord,.
spinal.cord.injury.may.result.in.loss.of.motor.function.






































In. contrast. to. the. nerve. cells. (neurons),. the. muscle. cells. depolarize. by. the.
release. of. calcium. ions. into. the. muscle. fiber.. The. neural. impulse. transferred.
across.the.synaptic.junction.between.the.nerve.and.the.muscle.by.ACh.initiates.
a.chemical.mechanism.that.depolarizes.the.muscle.cell..The.muscle.cell.releases.
calcium.ions.stored.in.cisternae. throughout. the.muscle.cell.under. the. influence.
































There. are. two. methods. of. muscle. contraction:. isometric. and. isotonic.. Under.
isometric.contraction,.the.muscle.is.not.allowed.to.shorten,.while.under.isotonic.
contraction,.a.constant.force.is.applied.by.the.muscle.
In.general,.not.all.muscle.cells. contract. simultaneously;. some. remain. idle.and.
take.over.when.the.contracting.muscle.cells.relax..This.operation.is.controlled.by.
distribution. of. the. firing. sequence. of. various. motor. units. to. provide. a. desirable.
action.by.the.muscle.
11.2.3  muScle force
The.tension.exerted.by.the.muscle.fibers. is.a.function.of. the. length.of. the.over-
lap.between.the.actin.and.myosin..The.collection.of.two.neighboring.Z-disks,.as.
shown.in.Figure.11.3a,.is.called.a.sarcomere..The.length.of.the.sarcomere.deter-
















Knowing. how. muscle. contracts,. extends,. and. produces. force,. we. are. ready. to.
discuss.the.formation.and.measurement.of.EMG.
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1815 2117 2419 2722 3024
fIgure 11.5 Raw.EMG.signal.of.the.gluteus.maximus..(Courtesy.of.Motion.Lab.Systems,.
Inc.,.Baton.Rouge,.LA;.Courtesy.of.Edmund.Cramp.)




specifically,. in. such.neuromuscular.measurements,. the.electric.activity.of.a. single.
motor.unit.is.directly.measured..When.a.needle.has.more.than.one.electrode,.bipo-
lar. measurements. can. be. made. to. derive. potential. gradients. within. the. muscle..






tant. to.note. that. the.muscle.potential. spikes.observed.during.muscle.contraction.
are.not.true.action.potentials.of.individual.cells..As.described.earlier,.the.potential.
of.muscle.excitation.is.mostly.due.to.calcium.ions.instead.of.the.regular.sodium,.




























































Most.often. in.prosthesis,. the.EMG-based.command.drives. servomotors. that. are.
.battery.operated..These.servomotors,.for.instance,.control.the.motion.of prosthetic limbs..





















observed.abnormalities. in. the.muscle. function..This. importance.of. this.statement.
can.be. further. realized.knowing. that. the.neurological. degeneration. can.be. as. far.
away.as.the.spinal.cord.
Several. examples. of. diseases. related. to. either. the. neural. mediation. or. the.
muscular. dysfunctions. are. Parkinson’s. disease,. radiculopathy,. plexopathy,. polyneu-








potentials. delivered. to. the. motor. unit. that. enervates. the. muscle. fibrils.. Damage.




cle. is. thus.partially.paralyzed,. and,.with. increasing.damage,.more. severe.paraly-
sis.will.occur..A.denervated.muscle.fibril. shows.a.particular.pattern. in. the.EMG.















EMG.recording. in.such.as.way. that.an. increase. in.amplitude.and.duration.of. the.
waveform.is.observed..In.addition.the.configuration.of.the.EMG.becomes.more.com-


























Plexopathy,. another. disease. associated. with. the. damage. on. the. stimulating.
nerve,.involves.either.the.brachial.or.lumbosacral.plexus..The.visible.results.are.


















otinic.ACh. receptors. on.muscle.fibers,. leading. to.paralysis..This. is. a. chronic. ill-















































muscle. action. for. reproducibility. purposes.. All. these. changes. can. be. accurately.
measured.with.signal.processing. techniques..For. instance,.a.high-pass.filter.cap-
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The.timing.of.the.depolarization.spikes.in.EMG.signal.in.reference.to.the.neural.























11.6 ProcessIng anD feature extractIon of emg
After. discussing. the.origin.of. the.EMG.signal. and. its. applications. in.biomedical.











More. specifically,. due. to. the. low. resistance.of. the.body.around.muscle. cells,. the.
surface.electrodes.will.detect.action.potentials.of.several.muscle.groups.including.
the.antagonist.muscles.simultaneously.
This. cross-talk. effect. can. be. avoided,. at. least. to. some. extent,. by. filtering. the.
recorded. signals. and. applying. threshold. detection. to. eliminate. the. signals. from.
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distant.muscle.groups..Other.sources.of.noise.on. the.surface.EMG.are.ECG.and.
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contraction. is. controlled. by. the. patient. and. can. be. performed. in. various. modes..













this. signal. is. formed.and.measured..Then.we.briefly.reviewed. the.applications.of.






























































































12 Other Biomedical Signals
12.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW




12.2 blooD Pressure anD blooD floW
In. our. description. of. an. electrocardiogram. (ECG),. we. reviewed. the. functions.
of.the.cardiovascular.system..Blood.pressure.is.one.of.the.vital.signals.used.to.
detect.a.wide.range.of.abnormalities..In.typical.measurements.of.the.blood.pres-
sure,.many. clinical. processes. are. limited. to.measurement.of. only. systolic. and.






lar. sphygmomanometer. and. stethoscope. system,. which. is. considered. as. the. gold.
standard.of.extravascular.blood.pressure.measurement.systems..On.the.other.hand,.
the. intravascular. measurement. of. blood. pressure. signal. is. often. conducted. using.





Fourier. techniques.. In. practical. applications,. after. decomposition. using. Fourier.
transform.or.FT.(or.more.precisely.discrete.Fourier.transform.or.DFT),.the.ampli-







explains. why. Fourier. analysis. is. often. used. for. processing. and. analysis. of. blood.
pressure.signal.
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Blood.pressure.is.so.commonly.used.in.clinical.diagnostics.that.it.is.difficult.to.
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the.object.with.his.or.her.eyes,.the.EOG.is.captured.and.analyzed..The.lag.between.
the.moves.of. the. cursor. and. the.electric. activities. captured.by.EOG.provides. the.
metric.needed.for.diagnostics.
Another.major. application.of.EOG. is.helping. severely.paralyzed.patients.. It. is.


































































equivalent. of. EEG.. In. other. words,. while. EEG. captures. the. activities. of. the. brain.




















tangential. currents. (from.fissural. cortex). and. less.distorted. signals. compared.with.


















that.P50.abnormalities.may. reflect. altered.gamma.band.activity,. and.have.pro-
vided.evidence.of.hemisphere-specific.abnormalities.of.short-term.auditory.mem-
ory.function..The.clinical.utility.of.MEG.includes.presurgical.mapping.of.sensory.









































































Goldberger,. A.L.. et. al.,. Circulation,. 101,. 23,. e215,. June. 13,. 2000,. Circulation. Electronic.
Pages;.http://circ.ahajournals.org/cgi/content/full/101/23/e215).
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12.6 more bIomeDIcal sIgnals


















Audiometric. measurements. and. assessments. are. perfect. examples. of. using.
FT. to.evaluate. linear.systems.. In.audiometric.studies,. tones. (sinusoidal.beeps).
of.different.frequencies.are.played.for.the.patient.through.a.headphone.and.the.

























system. in. those. frequencies..This. is. simply. forming. the. system. function.H(.f ).


















excursion. signal,. g3(t),. are. given. in. file. “p_12_2.mat”.*. These. signals. are.
captured.from.the.same.person.during.sleep..Load.this.file.from.the.CD.and.
write.MATLAB.codes.to.perform.the.following:





Goldberger,.A.L.,.Amaral,. L.A.N.,. Glass,. L.,. Hausdorff,. J.M.,. Ivanov,. P.Ch.,. Mark,. R.G.,.
Mietus,.J.E.,.Moody,.G.B.,.Peng,.C.K.,.and.Stanley,.H.E..(2000,.June.13)..PhysioBank,.
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13 Principles of Computed 
Tomography
13.1 IntroDuctIon anD overvIeW
Before.applying.any.image.processing.technique.described.in.the.previous.chapters.
to.analyze.a.biomedical. image,.one.needs. to.create.an. image..This. is.often.done.












































In. this. technique,.as.shown.in.Figure.13.1,. the.system.is.stimulated.by.an.energy.
source.on.one.side.of.the.tissue,.and.the.power.(or.amplitude).of.the.energy.reach-






While.we.are.not.planning. to.cover.electromagnetic. laws. to.determine.when.
significant. reflections.or. refractions.are.produced,.a.simple.rule.of. thumb.based.
on.the.relative.size.of.the.smallest.objects.in.the.tissue.(e.g.,.blood.vessels,.tumors,.
and. so. on). to. the. wavelength. of. the. energy. beam. can. be. given. here.. This. rule.











































In. order. to. better. describe. the. physical. concepts. involved. in. this. type. of.
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For. more. clarity. of. the. physical. description. of. the. system,. we. again. focus. on.


















methods. used. for. CT. are. the. same. or. similar. for. all. modalities.. As. a. result,. we.
formulate.the.major.part.of.the.problem.based.on.the.most.intuitive.one,.i.e.,.x-ray.
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13.2  formulatIon of attenuatIon 
comPuteD tomograPhy
In.this.section,.a.mathematical.formulation.of.tomography.is.presented..In.any.tomo-
graphic.system,.a.particular.physical.property.of. the. tissue. is.used. to.generate.an.
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she.provides.you.with. the. summation.of. these.numbers.. Is. this.hint. sufficient. to.
guess.every.one.of.those.two.numbers?.Obviously,.the.answer.is.no..Getting.back.
to.our.problem.and.knowing. that. integration. is.nothing.but. the.summation.over.










In. medical. tomography,. two. types. of. beam. system. are. used.. In. the. first. type,.
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13.2.1  AttenuAtion tomogrApHy








































Next,.we. try. to.see. if.we.can.estimate. the. tissue.structure. from. the.projection.
function,. i.e.,. estimate. f(x,. y). using. Pθ(t)..Let. us. first. explore. the. integral. relation.
between.these.two.functions.again:
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−∫ e dxj ux2p
.
(13.9)
But. from. Equation. 13.5,. remember. that. P x f x y dyq =
−∞
+∞
= ∫0( ) ( , ) ,. which. means.
Equation.13.9.can.be.rewritten.as.follows:
.













= ∫0 0 2( ) ( ) ,.which.means
.
F u S u FT P x( , ) ( ) ( )0 0 0= = { }= =q q . (13.11)
Equation.13.11.finally.looks.like.what.we.wanted.for.the.first.step.of.our.tomography.
technique,.i.e.,.calculating.at.least.some.part.of.F(u,.v).from.some.part.of.Pθ(t)..To.






















13.3 fourIer slIce theorem





Step 1:.Create. a. set. of.parallel. scans. at. angle.θ. and.produce. the.projection.
function.Pθ(t).
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While.the.principle.idea.of.tomography.is.as.simple.and.straightforward.as.what.
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A.simple.solution.for.this.problem.is.to.make.more.scans,.i.e.,.make.more.lines.
that.are.closer.to.each.other.and.therefore.create.a.better.representation.of.the.high.
frequencies.. Even. though. simple. in. idea,. this. approach. is. often. limited. by. the.
restrictions.imposed.by.the.instrumentation.and.technical.issues..Another.solu-
tion.(which.is.heavily.used.by.the.industry).is.to.design.mathematical.techniques.
to. interpolate. the. known. points. in. high. frequencies. to. find. more. points. in. high.




interested. readers.can.use. the. list.of.books.and.papers.provided. in. this.book.for.
further.study.of.these.methods.
13.4 summary
In. this.chapter,. the.principle. ideas.of.CT.were.presented..Knowing. that. the.basic.
mathematical.methods.behind.all. tomographic.modalities.such.as.CT,.MRI,.PET,.
and.some.ultrasound. imaging.systems.are. the.same,.covering. these. techniques. in.
this.chapter.covers.almost.all.mathematical.foundations.of.medical.imaging..In.the.
chapters.dedicated.to.each.particular.modality,.we.will.describe.how.the.physical.
principles. of. each. imaging. modality. provide. tomographic. equations. to. be. solved.
by. the.methods.described. in. this.chapter..As.described. in. this.chapter,. the.major.
mathematical.methods.for.solving.the.tomographic.equations.are.based.on.a.theorem.









































this. formulation. helps. with. the. implementation. and. usage. of. the. Fourier.
slice.theorem.for.CT.
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14 X-Ray Imaging and 
Computed Tomography

























14.2 PhysIcs of x-ray
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Currently,. the. method. of. x-ray. generation. has. not. deviated. from. the. original.







. W qU= . (14.1)
Work.and.Energy.are.related.by.the.fact.that.work.equals.the.change.in.potential.
energy.PE.plus.kinetic.energy.KE:



































Since.all. the.energy.of. the.photon.is.only.kinetic.energy,.work.equals. the.kinetic.
energy,.i.e.,
.
E W qU hf




(potential. difference). used. to. create. accelerate. electrons.. However,. Equation. 14.5.
paints. the. ideal.picture.of.100%.conversion.efficiency. from. the.kinetic.energy.of.
the.electron.to.the.photon,.which.is.highly.improbable..In.most.cases,.not.all.energy.
from.the.accelerated.electron.is.released.during.deceleration.when.the.electron.hits.
the.anode..A. large.portion.of.energy. is.converted. into.heat.. In.practical. systems,.

















from. Figure. 14.2.. The. shorter. wavelengths. are. most. desirable. for. their. ability. to.
make.a.high. level.of.discrimination.capability,.which. translates. to.a.better. image.






















































fIgure 14.2 Example. of. relative. characteristic. radiation. spectrum. resulting. from. an.
acceleration. energy. ranging. from. 50. to. 200.kV.. (Courtesy. of. Dr.. Bob. Jones,. Lancaster.
University,.Lancaster,.United.Kingdom..http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)
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of. the. Bucky. roster.. (Courtesy. of. Dr.. Bob. Jones,. Lancaster. University,. Lancaster,. United.
Kingdom..http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)
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One.can.argue.that.since.not.all.tissues.absorb.the.same.percentage.of.the.incident.
radiation,.the.exposure.X.does.not.give.an.optimal.measure.of.the.radiation.absorbed.





source. is. relatively. uniform. across. the. entire. field. of. exposure,. giving. all. tissues.
relatively. the. same. dosage.. This. observation. means. that. RAD. can. be. often. well.
represented.by.X.
14.3 attenuatIon-baseD x-ray ImagIng
With.the.knowledge.of.the.operating.mechanism.of.x-ray.imaging,.we.can.proceed.














. dI Idx= −a . (14.7)
Integration.of.Equation.14.14.gives.the.following.expression.of.exponential.decay.as.
a.function.of.distance.migrated.through.the.biological.medium:
. I I e
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Accelerated. electrons. hit. anode,. producing. photons. with. different. levels. of. energy..
Different. types.of.biological. tissues.have.different.values.of.attenuation.coefficient..
This.dependency.of.the.attenuation.on.the.photon.energy.is.illustrated.in.Figure.14.4..




























10 keV 100 keV 1 MeV





















fIgure 14.4 Energy. dependence. of. the. mass. attenuation. coefficient. for. three. main.
.tissues.. (Courtesy. of. Dr.. Bob. Jones,. Lancaster. University,. Lancaster,. United. Kingdom..
http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)












Another.popular.means.of. image. formation. is. the.use.of.fluorescence. induced.





enables. the. radiologist. to.view.a.changing. image.continuously,. as. in.an. interven-
tional.procedure..This.technology.normally.delivers.a.lower.dose.of.radiation.than.
the.previous.analog.system.whilst.providing.high-definition,.high-resolution.images..







cedures. involve. the. insertion. of. a. needle,. a. cannula. (tube),. or. a. catheter,. or.wire.
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fIgure 14.7 Illustration.of.a.typical.fluoroscopy.x-ray.imaging.device.
fIgure 14.6 Illustration.of.a.typical.conventional.plate.photography.x-ray.machine.
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fluoroscopy.include.angioplasty,.which. is. the. insertion.of.a.balloon. into.a.vein.or.
artery.to.widen.it.and.improve.circulation..Another.application,.also.in.cardiology,.is.
called.stenting,.which.involves.the.insertion.of.a.tube.or.wire.mash.that.is.expanded.
by. inflating.a.balloon. to.keep.an.artery.or.a.vein.open..Other.procedures.are. the.





ing. technique.uses.a.capacitive.plate. read.by.a. laser.beam..A.capacitive. insulator.














Regardless.of. the.specific.method.used.for.detection,. it. is.sometimes.desirable.
to.increase.or.enhance.detection.capabilities.using.contract.agents..One.method.of.
detection.enhancement.is.the.use.of.contrast.agents.that.are.injected.or.ingested.prior.
fIgure 14.8 Fluoroscopic. image.of.electrode.placement.during.heart.catheterization..
One.catheter.with.four.electrodes.is.placed.in.a.coronary.vessel.while.a.second.catheter.is.
positioned.on.the.opposite.side.inside.the.left.ventricle.
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to.or.during.the.imaging.procedure..The.use.of.contrast.agents.is.fairly.common.in.x-ray.
imaging..Contrast.agents.are.often.radiopaque.or. radiolucent.media. introduced. to.
enhance.contrast..Several.examples.of.contrast.agents.are.as.follows:.Barium.sulfate.
for. use. in. the.gastrointestinal. tract.. Not. all. of. the.methods. to. introduce. artificial.
contrast. are. without. hazard.. A. barium. meal. is. used. to. explore. the. digestive. sys-
tem..Iodine.compounds.are.used.in.blood.vessels,.which.is.a.nontoxic.radiopaque.
substance..The.iodine.is.injected.to.visualize.blood.vessels.in.angiography,.which.







While. resolution. of. the. resulting. x-ray. images. can. be. improved. with. the. image.






























































fIgure 14.9 Diagram. illustrating. one. of. the. artifacts. that. affect. the. sharpness. of. the.
image.recorded.on.the.photographic.plate.in.conventional.x-ray.radiography..(Courtesy.of.
Dr.. Bob. Jones,. Lancaster. University,. Lancaster,. United. Kingdom.. http://www.lancs.ac.uk/
depts/physics/physics.htm)









in. Figure. 14.10,. in. CT,. a. scanner. takes. a. series. of. x-ray. scans. at. various. angles.







The. mathematical. description. of. the. image. formation. protocol. applied. in. CT.
imaging.was.presented.in.Chapter.13..The.tomographic.methods.are.used.to.estimate.






























Lancaster. University,. Lancaster,. United. Kingdom.. http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/
physics.htm)
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The.computational.techniques.in.x-ray.attenuation.tomography,.such.as.the.ones.




14.7 bIomeDIcal ct scanners
Two. general. types. of. medical. CT. scanner. technologies. can. be. distinguished:.
fan-beam. and. parallel. scanning.. These. commercial. technologies. are. often. a.
combination. of. the. parallel. and. fan-beam. scanning. technologies. described. in.
Chapter.13.
The.first.type.of.fan-beam.technology.exploits.the.naturally.occurring.divergence.





















fIgure 14.11 Diagram. of. first-generation. of. tomography. scanners;. linear. motion.
of. both. source. and. detector. scan. a. slice. of. the. body,. followed. by. rotation. over. several.
degrees.. (Courtesy. of. Dr.. Bob. Jones,. Lancaster. University,. Lancaster,. United. Kingdom..
http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)
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A. single. slice.of.patient. now. takes.<1.s..The.method.of.operation. is. illustrated. in.

























fIgure 14.13 Diagram.of.ray.deployment. in. third.generation.of. tomographic.scanners..
Wide. fan. beam. and. elimination. of. the. linear. scan. reduce. the. exposure. even. further. and.
yield.more.detail..Both. the. source. and.an. array.of.multiple.detectors.move. jointly.over. a.
small.angle.each.scan..(Courtesy.of.Dr..Bob.Jones,.Lancaster.University,.Lancaster,.United.
Kingdom..http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)
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14.8 DIagnostIc aPPlIcatIons of x-ray ImagIng
X-ray. imaging. is.used. for.various.diagnostic. applications..For. instance,. a.high-
density.tumor.in.an.air-filled.lung.will.look.like.a.gray.mass.on.black.background..
Low-density.cyst.in.radiopaque.bone.will.look.like.a.gray.mass.on.white.background.










When. a. bone. is. broken,. it. produces. a. distinctive. look. under. x-ray. imaging..
Conventional.x-ray.imaging.of.the.extremity.or.whole.body.will.reveal.discontinui-
ties.in.the.standard.anatomic.geometry.of.bone.structures.at.places.where.the.bone.






















patient,. only. the. source.moves. in. a. circular.motion.. (Courtesy.of.Dr..Bob. Jones,.Lancaster.
University,.Lancaster,.United.Kingdom..http://www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/physics.htm)





whole-body. 3-D. x-ray. tomography. had. made. it. a. candidate. for. a. major. checkup.
system..The.main.drawback.of.such.systems.is.the.x-ray.dosage.of.a.relatively.long.
exposure.to.x-ray.that.can.cause.damage.in.biological.tissues.












fIgure 14.15 CRW. stereotactic. device. by. Radionics,. as. used. in. registration. and.
image-guided. surgery.. (CRW™. is. a. trademark. of. Radionics.. Copyright. ©. Radionics..
All. rights. reserved.. Reprinted. with. the. permission. of. Radionics,. a. division. of. Tyco.
Healthcare.Group.LP.)
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The.stereotactic.device,.as.shown.in.Figure.14.16,.illustrates.the.surgical.acces-
sories.in.place.while.the.patient.is.undergoing.a.procedure..The.device.is.used.under.
imaging. to. provide. registration. of. a. brain. tumor. or. other. pathological. conditions.
against. the. reference. frame.of. the.CRW.system.prior. to. the. start. of. a.minimally.
invasive. surgical.procedure..Surgical. interventions. can. then.be.guided.accurately.
and.unequivocally.for.various.delicate.neurosurgical.procedures.or.biopsies.
14.10  ct regIstratIon for other Image- guIDeD 
InterventIons





vention.. Establishing. this. correspondence. allows. the. image. to. guide,. direct,. and.
monitor. therapy,.akin. to.providing.a.3-D.map.for.navigation..The.main.objective.
is.to.make.the.intervention.more.accurate.and.hopefully.safer.while.becoming.less.




image-guided. surgery.. (CRW™. is. a. trademark. of. Radionics.. Copyright. ©. Radionics.. All.
rights.reserved..Reprinted.with.the.permission.of.Radionics,.a.division.of.Tyco.Healthcare.
Group.LP.)
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what.the.topic.is.for.the.registration.exercise..When.monitoring.changes,.the.changes.
can.be.either.in.intensity.or.in.volume..Changes.in.intensity.can.be.minimized.by.
normalization..Volume.changes. will. rely.on. the. location.of. boundary.outlines. as.
described.in.Chapter.4.and.to.some.degree.in.Chapter.3.









































nique. is. DEXA. (dual. energy. x-ray. absorptiometry).. The. bone. mass. density.
(BMD). is. often. the. accepted. indication. of. osteoporosis. (Table. 14.1).. Read.
image.file.“p_14_3.jpg.”.Image.“p_14_3.jpg”.is.an.image.of.the.lumbar.spine.











Use. edge. detection. to. find. the. outline. of. the. vertebrae.. Determine. the.
angle.between.the.three.lower.vertebrae.of.the.lumbar.spine.in.the.image.
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14.7. .Can.the.relative.body-fat-to-muscle.ratio.of.an.arm.of.a.grown.man.be.determined.
from.x-ray.imaging.and.under.what.conditions?











15 Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging













radiofrequency. electromagnetic. radiation. when. placed. in. an. alternating. magnetic.






Further. improvements. were. incorporated. by. the. chemist. Paul. Lauterbur.. His.
technique. was. still. able. to. generate. only. two-dimensional. (2-D). images.. Later.
on,. Peter. Mansfield. extended. MRI. capabilities. by. introducing. the. techniques. to.































































stant. magnetic. field. with. a. typical. magnitude. between. 0.2. and. about. 3.T. is. used.









Due. to. energy. considerations,. the. microscopic. spins. cannot. orient. themselves.
instantaneously. from.their. random.direction. to.align.with. the.external.field. lines..
Rather,.these.small.magnetic.spinning.tops.need.to.spiral.down.to.the.energy.con-
tent.of. the. forced.direction..The.process.of. spiraling.down. from.one.direction. to.




















nal. magnetic. field. vector. H. in. a. spiraling. motion. moving. closer. to. the. direction.
of. the.external.field.vector.with.every. rotation.until. it. is.aligned..This.precession.





























fIgure 15.5 Principle. of. field. application. and. alignment.. (Courtesy. of. Siemens. AG,.
Medical.Solutions,.Magnetic.resonance;.brochure:.Magnets,.flows.and.artifacts.)

































The. static. magnetic. field. discussed. in. the. previous. section. is. typically. used. as. a.
“bias”.field.to.activate.the.molecular.units.and.prepare.them.to.be.stimulated.by.an.





When. the. alternating. external. electromagnetic. field. is. lifted,. the. protons. will.




























ric.distribution. is. therefore.used. to. form.an. image.of. the. tissue..The.detection.of.
proton.density.is.performed.using.the.measurement.of.some.time.intervals.that.are.
described.next.
As. shown. in.Figure.15.6,. due. to. the. external.RF. signal,. the.magnetization.M.
changes.the.alignment.and.will.no.longer.be.parallel. to. the.external.field..As.can.
be.seen.in.Figure.15.6,.the.magnetization.vector,.instead.of.aligning.with.the.static.
magnetic. field. (in. blue),. rotate. around. the. z-axis. with. a. frequency. corresponding.
to.the.frequency.of.the.external.alternating.field..The.magnetization.is.split.into.a.




fIgure 15.6 Disorienting. RF. pulse. that. strikes. all. protons. out. of. alignment. from. the.
external.magnetic.field.and.the.resulting.FID.RF.pulse..(Courtesy.of.Siemens.AG,.Medical.
Solutions,.Magnetic.resonance;.brochure:.Magnets,.flows.and.artifacts.)











lating. but. decaying. voltage. that. is. detected. by. a. receiver. coil. located. around. the.
tissue..By.registering.this.voltage,.the.relaxation.time.T2.is.registered.(Table.15.1).
The.longitudinal.component.Mz.also.changes.as. the.RF.pulse.reaches.to.the.
zero. state.. This. component,. as. illustrated. in. Figure. 15.8,. becomes. larger. and.
larger. until. it. reaches. its. maximum. when. the. complete. realignment. with. the.





longitudinal and transverse spin 
relaxation times for various tissues
































Assuming. the. gradient. of. the. magnetic. field. to. be. in. the. radial. direction,. the.
magnetic.field.lines.are.pointing.in.the.long.axis.of.the.cylindrical.symmetry.or.the.
length.of.the.patient’s.body..The.gradient.magnetic.field.for.a.typical.MR.imaging.
of. the. human. body. is. illustrated. in. Figure. 15.9.. The. magnetic. field. points. in. the.
z-direction,.and.the.magnetic.field.intensity.vector.is.described.in.magnitude.by
.











fIgure 15.8 Schematic. representation. of. the. decaying. transverse. magnetization. and.
increasing.axial.magnetization.
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The.Larmor.frequency.will.now.be.a.function.of.position.as.expressed.by.combining.
Equations.15.5.and.15.6:







































G k yy = 3 . . (15.8)
This.y-direction.gradient. is.also.detected.using.the.shift. in. the.Larmor.frequency.
as.described.for.the.x-direction.gradient..The.same.procedure.is.also.repeated.for.













fIgure 15.10 Slice. selection. algorithm.. (Courtesy. of. Siemens. AG,. Medical. Solutions,.
Magnetic.resonance;.brochure:.Magnets,.flows.and.artifacts.)







that. can. be. traced. to. a. particular. location.. (Courtesy. of. Siemens. AG,. Medical. Solutions,.
Magnetic.resonance;.brochure:.Magnets,.flows.and.artifacts.)
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angle. (α).can.be.applied. to.create. images. referred. to.as.T1-weighted. imaging.and.
T2-weighted.imaging..T1-weighted.imaging.can.be.used.to.obtain.images.of.a.rela-
tively.high.anatomical.definition,.while.T2-weighted.imaging.is.a.sensitive.method.



















































While.MRI. is.often.used. to. create. images. identifying. the. anatomical. features.





15.4 formulatIon of mrI reconstructIon






















in. frequency,. the. detection. process. is. simplified. dramatically.. The. magnetization.
can.now.be.written.for.both.the.x–y.and.z-projections.using.the.time.constant.of.the.
















































The. term.1/T2. represents. the.dephasing.of. spins. as. a. result.of. the. local.magnetic.












one-dimensional. (1-D).case.where.we.would. like. to.find. the.proton.density.along.
a. line..Note. that. the. time.frequency.of. the.precision. in. the.FID.signal. is.directly.
proportional. to. the. magnetic. field. strength,. where. the. angular. frequency. and. the.
standard.frequency.are.linked.as.described.in.Equation.15.15:
. w p= 2 f . (15.14)
specifically,
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(FDG). that. has. an. intrinsic.magnetic.moment. and. is. incorporated. in. the. cellular.
















fast. low.angle.shot. (FLASH)..During.FLASH.imaging,. there. is.a. short. interval.
between.the.fMRI.RF.pulses..This.short.interval.reduces.the.flip.angle.and.con-
sequently. reduces. the. realignment. rate,.T1..As.a. result,. the.acquisition.sequence.
can.be.accelerated..The.second.method.is.echo.planar.imaging.(EPI)..EPI.applies.
small.amplitude.RF.pulses.combined.with.a.high.gradient.in.the.magnetic.field..
The. steep. gradient. provides. better. contrast. and. faster. acquisition. with. typical.
acquisition.times.under.100.ms..The.low.intensity.and.high.gradient.have.the.dis-
advantage. of. introducing. distortions. and. a. low. signal. amplitude.. In. particular,.
in. the.brain,. the.magnetic. inhomogeneities.start.playing.a.significant.role.in.the.
image. formation..However,.due. to.EPI’s. speed,. it. is.one.of. the.most. commonly.
used.techniques.in.fMRI.
15.5.1  BolD mri




of. its.own. that. is.named.after. the.principles.of. the. technique..Blood.oxygenation.
level.dependent.(BOLD).contrast.imaging.uses.the.disparity.in.magnetic.properties.
of.oxygenated.(diamagnetic).and.deoxygenated.(paramagnetic).blood.
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The.BOLD.technique.relies.on.the.fact.that.a.localized.change.in.blood.flow.is.
observed.when.the.brain.neurons.are.activated.and,.consequently,.the.local.oxygen-
ation. levels.change..This. increase. in.oxygenation.and.hence.a.decrease.of.deoxy-






fIgure 15.14 Spectroscopic.MRI.whole-body.vascular. image.obtained.under.3.T.mag-
netic.field.strength.imaging.conditions..(Courtesy.of.Philips.Medical.Systems.)
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Due. to. the. substantial. similarities. between. the. applications. of. x-ray. CT. and.
MRI,.the.specific.applications.of.MRI.in.acquiring.anatomical.information.are.not.
described.in.detail,.and,.rather,.we.focus.on.the.main.applications.of.fMRI.
Typical. examples. of. the. clinical. applications. of. fMRI. predominantly. revolve.
around. the. detection. of. focal. neuron. depolarization. in. the. brain.. Specific. condi-
tions.involved.with.focal.neuronal.activity.are.in.visual,.auditory,.sensory.motor,.and.
language.activities..For.most.of.these.functions,.the.typical.locations.of.the.cortical.






























As. in.other.cortical.monitoring,. fMRI. is. the.most. appropriate.way. to.obtain.any.
significant.information.on.the.motor.cortex.activity.of.the.brain.
The. motor. neuron. activity. can. be. determined. by. means. of. evoked. potential.
recordings.resulting.from.specific.motor.tasks..These.tasks.are.designed.based.on.
the. clinical. concerns. about. the. patient.. Assignments. would. involve,. for. instance,.
hand,.foot,.finger,.or.two.motions.in.a.predetermined.grid.pattern.with.one.or.two.
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Even.though.the.estimated.slice. is.not. truly.measured.during. the.data.acquisition.
process,.if.the.estimation.is.a.reliable.one,.this.process.doubles.the.resolution.in.the.
z-direction..A.common.estimation.method.use. for.MR. image. interpolation. is. the.
simple.averaging.of.the.pixels.in.the.two.slices.around.the.estimated.slice.
Another.commonly.used.group.of.MR.image.processing.methods.are.the.algo-
rithms.used. to. register.MR. images.with. the. images.captured.by.other.modalities.
such.as.positron.emission.tomography.(PET)..The.registration.process.between.MRI.
and.other.image.modalities.is.described.in.more.detail.later.in.this.chapter.


































Nerve. tone. changes. and. nervous. twitches. can. result. from. adaptation. and. irri-












second. stage. entails. thresholding. of. the. individual. coefficients. of. the. remaining.





sures. such. as. area,. eccentricity,. compactness,. and. so. on.. Since. MR. images. have.
texture.details.of.objects.such.as.tumors,.several.texture.measures.as.the.variance.










15.8 comParIson of mrI WIth other ImagIng moDalItIes
As.mentioned.earlier,. the. resolution.of.MRI. is. relatively.higher. than.other. image.
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15.9 regIstratIon WIth mr Images
The.registration.with.MR.images.can.be.done.for.two.purposes..Frequently,.patients.
are.imaged.with.various.image.modalities.for.one.single.diagnostic.application..The.
first. reason. for. registration. roots. in. the. fact.while.MRI.provides. some. functional.





The.second.reason. to.perform.registration. is. the.need. to.register.different.MR.
images.captured.with.different.MR.machines.or.even.with.the.same.machine.at.dif-









One.popular.method. in.providing. the. tie.points. is. through. the.use.of. external.







































































































light,.x-ray,.and. radio.waves).. In.electromagnetic.waves,. the.electric.field.and. the.















16.2 Why ultrasounD ImagIng?




equipment.needed. in. this.modality..Ultrasound. imaging.produces. relatively.high-










as. flow. magnitude. and. direction. by. applying. the. Doppler. principle,. as. discussed.
later.in.this.chapter..A.quantitative.description.of.blood.flow.derived.from.ultrasound.





is.compared.with.x-ray..Ultrasound. imaging.has. reasonable.similarities. to.x-ray.
imaging. as. far. as. the. methodology. is. concerned.. Both. techniques. rely. on. the.
assumption. of. rectilinear. propagation. for. the. image. formation. purposes.. Even.
though. ultrasonic. waves. undergo. considerably. more. diffraction. than. x-ray,. for.



























The. second. and. most. often. used. mechanism. to. generate. ultrasound. is. using.






Certain. commonly. used. materials. for. transducers. are. ceramic,. barium. titanate,.



































. l =  VT . (16.1)
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Attenuation. in. the. pressure. signal,. dP,. is. directly. proportional. to. the. incident.
pressure,.P,.the.distance.over.which.the.absorption.takes.place,.dz,.and.the.tissue-
specific.attenuation.factor,.α..In.other.words,
. dP Pdz= a . (16.7)
Solving.this.equation.for.P.in.the.case.of.a.plane.wave,.we.have
. P z P z( ) exp[ ]= −0 a . (16.8)
Equation.16.8.is.known.as.the.Beer–Lambert–Bouguer.law.of.attenuation..In.this.
















make. it. back. to. the. piezoelectric. sensor/detector.. This. in. effect. translates. into. a.
low-pass.filtering.mechanism.in.acoustic.imaging.that.becomes.more.visible.as.the.
acoustic.system.needs.to.penetrate.deeper.to.produce.a.meaningful.image.


























vation.deals.with. the. inability.of.ultrasound. systems. to. image. the. tissues. located.
behind. lungs. that. have. air. in. them.. More. specifically,. almost. 99%. of. the. energy.
table 16.1
















Water 1540 1.48–1.53 0.002 1000 1480
Blood 1570 1.58–1.61 0.2 1030 1570
Fat 1460 1.37 0.6 900 1450
Muscle 1575 1.68 3.3 1080 1580
Bone 4000 6.0–8.0 12 1850 3500–4300















angle. of. incidence,. θi,. is. larger,. the. deflections. from. greater. depths. will. have. an.


























2 1 1 2




























































The.interface.of. the. transducer.and. the.biological.medium.(e.g.,.skin).can.also.
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example 16.1
Note the very large differences between the soft tissues and bone and air. 
Assuming that the incident wave is perpendicular to the surface of the interface, 
we use the reflection equation to compare the reflection between two types of 
soft tissue, i.e., fat and muscle, with the reflection between a soft tissue and a hard 
tissue, i.e., brain to skull.







= ≡ −1 7 1 3
1 7 1 3




. . dB, or 1.8%, while the reflection from bone to 
brain gives a much lower attenuation due to the much greater difference in acous-






= ≡ −7 8 1 6
7 8 1 6




. . dB, or 
43.5%. This confirms the fact that the reflection coefficients between soft tissues 
and bone or air are large. This is in contrast to the signal reflection coefficients at 
boundaries between soft tissues, which turn out to be relatively small.
Now we are familiar with the main physical properties of ultrasound and 
before describing the details of the methods used for specific ultrasound tomo-
graphic systems, we briefly discuss the practical issues that determine the 
resolution of such imaging systems.
























sions. will. give. the. ultimate. lateral. resolution.. However,. the. smaller. transducer.
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was.an.echo,.but.was.not.accurate. in.measuring. the. intensity.of. the.echoes..These.
early.brightness.mode.(B-mode).devices.could.tell.that.there.were.interfaces.and.would.






ance;. therefore,. the. image.for. this. interface.will.be.brighter. than. the. image.of.an.
interface.with.a. lesser.difference. in.acoustic. impedance..This. technique.allows. for.
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Before.formulating.these.tomographic.systems,.and.in.order.to.see.how.attenuation.
and.TOF.are.modeled.for.ultrasound.waves,.next.we.investigate.expressing.the.trans-







X f FT e x t t














Assuming. V. as. the. speed. of. sound,. the. distance. d. can. be. written. as. d. =. Vtd..
As a result,
.
X f e e X f





d j f d


















































x t h t x ta( ) ( ) ( )= ∗1 . (16.15)
After.applying.the.Fourier.transform.on.both.sides,.we.can.continue.our.formulation.
in.the.frequency.domain,.i.e.,
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. Y f e e Z fa
j f l f lW W W W( ) ( )( ) ( )= − −b a2 2 4 . (16.21)




Y f H f Y fa( ) ( ) ( )= 2 . (16.22)
The. overall. relationship. between. the. input. X( f). and. the. output. Y( f). of. the. tissue.
reduces.to.the.following:
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. l l lW W W= +1 2 . (16.24)
and
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This. shows. how. different. ultrasound. attenuation. characteristics. of. tissues. can. be.
used.to.form.an.image.of.the.biological.systems.
Next,.we.discuss. a. similar.ultrasound. tomographic. system.called.TOF. tomog-
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are.e W Wf l−a ( ) .(cause.by.water.on.both.sides).and.e
j x y f dx
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bursts.of. sound..The.echo.will. require.a. specific.amount.of. time. to. travel. to. the.





















fIgure 16.6 Diagram. of. setup. (a). and. mathematical. methodology. (b). for. ultrasound.
reflection.tomography.
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Similarly,. we. can. calculate. the. reflected. wave. front. at. the. separation. surface. as.
follows:
. y1 1( ) ( ) ( , )t p t n x y= . (16.37)
Assuming.the.delay.in.p1(t).relative.to.p(t),.ψ1(t).can.be.rewritten.as.follows:
.
y1( ) ( , )t p t
x
V





Now,.knowing. that.ψ(t). is. indeed. the.delayed.version.of.ψ1(t),.we.can.express. the.
mathematical.formulation.of.the.returned.pulse.as.follows:
.
y ( ) ( , )t p t x
V




























































The. preceding. equation. is. again. a. tomographic. equation. that. can. be. solved. for.
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This.effect,.i.e.,.the.shift.in.frequency,.is.used.to.register.the.motion.of.the.moving.
acoustic. scatters.within. the.human.body..For. scattering.material.velocities. in. the.
0–1.m/s.range,.at.ultrasound.frequencies.of.1.and.6.MHz,.the.Doppler.shift.frequen-
cies.are.in.the.0–1.3.and.0–8.kHz.ranges.








































raphy. in. B-mode.. (Courtesy. of. Brett. Fowler,. Heineman. Research. Laboratory,. Carolinas.
Medical.Center,.Charlotte,.NC.)















Another. artifact. can. be. seen. behind. any. highly. reflective. interface. that. only.
transmits.a.small.amount.of.ultrasound..In.such.cases,.there.is.not.enough.sound.
energy. to. reach.deeper. tissues. to.produce.echoes. that.are. received.by. the. trans-
ducer..Consequently,. there. is. tissue.beyond. the.highly. reflective.surface. that. the.
device.cannot.register..The.resulting.areas.appear.dark.on.the.image.and.are.called.
reflective. shadows.. Echoes. reaching. the. transducer. that. do. not. come. from. the.
opposite.direction.of. the. incident.ultrasound.beam.cause.another.artifact,.called.




16.9  three-DImensIonal ultrasounD 
Image reconstructIon
When. considering. the. 2-D. ultrasound. imaging. as. a. diagnostic. tool,. some. of. the.
limitations.of.the.2-D.systems.can.be.noticed..In.2-D.imaging,.only.one.thin.slice.
of. the.patient. can.be.viewed.at. any. time,. and. the. location.of. this. image.plane. is.
controlled.by.physically.manipulating.the.transducer.orientation..Consequently,.the.
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16.10 aPPlIcatIons of ultrasounD ImagIng

























ultrasound. imaging.are.currently.used. for. some.medical.diagnostics. applications..
In.addition.to.imaging.heart.valves.and.blood.vessels,.ultrasound.is.the.most.con-
venient.and.inexpensive.method.for.medical.evaluations.such.as.gallbladder.stones..
Ultrasound. imaging. is. also. being. used. for. monitoring. therapy. methods,. such. as.
hyperthermia,.cryosurgery,.drug.injections,.and.as.a.guide.during.biopsies.and.cath-
eter.placements.
16.11  ProcessIng anD feature extractIon 
of ultrasonIc Images










need. to. be. eliminated. to. increase. the. contrast. and. resolution. obtained. from. true.
discrete.discontinuities..Because.of.this.noise,.it.is.almost.impossible.to.detect.any.
activation. or. image. feature. without. resorting. to. statistical. analysis.. This. analysis.
requires.a.model.of.noise.usually.assuming.a.Gaussian.distribution.
The.noise.often.comes.from.discontinuities.at.angles.with.the.sonic.beam,.from.
gradient.differences,. and. from. thermal. and.other.motion. artifacts..All. these. sug-
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for. the.use.of.often.costly. tools.such.as. titanium-based.surgical. tools. in. the.MRI.
room..No.such.restriction.is.applied.to.ultrasound..Moreover,.to.ease.of.conducting.




16.14 bIoeffects of ultrasounD
The. following.bioeffects.of.ultrasonic. imaging.deserve.attention:. thermal. effects,.




























decrease. glutathione. levels. and. increases. in. alanine. aminotransferase. (ALT). and.
aspartate.aminotransferase. (AST). levels. in. the.blood..Additionally.an. increase. in.
collagen.synthesis.has.also.been.observed.
In.terms.of.the.influence.of.ultrasound.on.the.developmental.stages.or.organs.and.










of. image.formation. is.based.on. the.detection.of.attenuation,. reflection,.and.TOF.for.
reflected.and.transmitted.pressure..There.are.three.distinct.methods.of.imaging.in.use,.
attenuation. tomography,. reflection. tomography,.and.TOF. tomography..Each.of. these.
methods.targets.a.specific.anatomical.contrast.feature..Ultrasound.is.used.in.many.diag-
nostics.and.therapeutic.applications.due.to.its.harmless.effects.on.the.biological.tissues.
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Problems
16.1. .Intensity.of.ultrasound.is.defined.as. the.pressure.per.unit.of.area..An.ultra-












give. a. new. value. for. each. of. the. tissues. that. can. be. used. to. discriminate.
between.the.lipid,.the.muscle,.the.aorta,.and.aortic.wall.with.plaque..Explain.
how. adipose. tissue. (lipids). adjacent. to. muscle. tissue. can. be. distinguished.






characteristic. transfer. function.of. the.medium,.H( f),.applied. to. the. incident.





. a.. .Derive. the. transfer. function. when. the. attenuation. coefficient. of. the.
tissue. is.proportional. to. the. frequency. for. the. frequency. range.used.
in.this.experiment,.αt.=.α0..f,.where.α0.is.the.attenuation.coefficient.at.
1.MHz.
. b.. .Show. that. the. attenuation. coefficient. can. be. estimated. from. the. root-







































16.4. .Since. the. attenuation. coefficient. of. ultrasound. waves. generally. increases.
with.increasing.frequency.(see.Problem.16.3),.explain.how.second.harmonic.













ity. of. a. section. of. the. heart. wall. that. is. no. longer. conducting. properly.
because. of. cell.death. resulting. from.a.heart. attack..Load.file.“p_16_6.jpg”.
and.display..Figure.“p_16_6”.shows.an.ultrasound.image.of.a.laser.photo-
coagulated.section.of.the.left.ventricular.wall.of.a.heart.seen.through.the.
tissue. in. the.fifth. intracostal.space.of. the.chest..The.heated.and.coagulated.
tissue. is. significantly. denser. than. the. healthy. heart. muscle.. The. transducer.
operated.at.10.MHz..Use.the.seed.growing.algorithm.to.find.the.outline.




blood. flowing. away. from. the. transducer. will. give. a. decrease. in. ultrasound.
frequency..Load.file.“p_16_7.jpg”.and.display..The.blood.flow.in.“p_16_7.jpg”.






16.8. .Read. image. “p_16_8.jpg”. and. show. the. image.. One. of. the. critical. assess-
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. a.. .Use. the. seed.growing.algorithm. to.find. the.perimeter.of. the.vein.using.




17 Positron Emission 
Tomography




























17.2 PhysIcal anD PhysIologIcal PrIncIPles of Pet
The.radionucleotide.that.is.administered.in.the.body.during.PET.imaging.contains.
a. specified. quantity. of. short-lived. radioactively. labeled. chemical. substances. that.
are. identical. or. closely. analogous. to. naturally. occurring. substances. in. the. body..
The.radioactive.substances.used. in.PET.are.nucleotides. in.which.some.atoms.are.
replaced.by.their.radioisotopes.
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The.first. stage. in. the.development.of.a. radioactive.pharmacologic.entity. is. the.
production.of.the.radionuclide..As.mentioned.earlier,.the.radionucleotides.adminis-
tered.in.the.body.are.in.principle.very.similar.to.the.material.abundantly.available.in.




cal. tissues,. i.e.,. 11C,. 18F,. 13N,. and. 15O..The. radionucleotide. can.be.produced. in.
many.different.ways;.the.most.prominent.method.is.the.use.of.an.on-site.cyclotron..
Particle.bombardment.will.produce.the.needed.radionuclides.
Fluorodeoxyglucose. (FDG). is. the.most.commonly.used.radioisotope..The.pro-
duction.and.chemical. interactions.of. the.fluoride. isotope.with.other.elements.will.

















































The. radioactive. half-life. is. formally. defined. as. the. time. interval. in. which. the.
atomic.count.of. the. isotope.has.dropped. to.half. the. initial.quantity.as.a. result.of.





Out.of. the. four.main. radioisotopes.used. in.PET.scans,. the.nucleotide.fluoride,.
18F,.is.the.most.commonly.used..The.fluoride.isotope.is.almost.always.incorporated.
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17.3 Pet sIgnal acquIsItIon













18F e O→ + . (17.1)
As.can.be.seen.in.the.chemical.reaction.shown.earlier,.during.the.decay.process,.the.















































photons. on. the. connecting. line. of. coincidence. establishes. 1-D. indicator. of. the.
location. of. the. concentration. of. the. radioisotopes.. Additional. emissions. from.
the.same.location.will.not.follow.the.exact.same.path,.and.lines.of.intersect.can.
be. established. to. yield. the. second. dimension. of. the. isotopes.. Detections. along.




































The. detectors. are. closely. spaced. and. have. a. relatively. wide. acceptance. angle..
Based.on.this.fact,.the.gamma.rays.from.a.single.positron.can.be.detected.by.more.




















multiple.detectors.at.a. range.of.angles..As.discussed. in.Chapter.11,. this.method.of.
detector.configuration.is.called.fan-beam.response.
Another. mode. of. operation. collects. at. perpendicular. incidence. only. and. is.
called.coincidence.sampling.in.linear.mode..In.this.configuration,.the.detectors.
collect. parallel. to. each. other.. The. parallel. mode. of. detection. is. illustrated. in.
Figure.17.5..Each.mode.of.operation.has.its.own.advantages.and.disadvantages..
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17.4 Pet Image formatIon









by.a.line.segment.lq q1 2, .
The.detected.number.of.annihilations.is.proportional.to.the.integrated.intensity.of.
the.source.of.radioisotopes.in.the.body,.In,.ignoring.attenuation.for.now..The.intensity.
of.the.source.along.the.line.segment.lq q1 2, .is.represented.as.follows:
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17.5 sIgnIfIcance of Pet
Despite. its. relatively. low. resolution,. PET. imaging. has. many. advantages. in.
imaging.and.detection.of.physiological.characteristics.that.are.still.being.explored.











17.6 aPPlIcatIons of Pet
PET. is. an. invaluable. technique. for. diagnosing. specific. diseases. and. disorders,.
because. it. is. possible. to. target. the. radiochemicals. used. for. particular. bodily.
functions.
17.6.1  cAncer tumor Detection









PET.applications. in.cancer.diagnosis.are. in.detection.of. the.breast. tumors,. lung.
tumors,.and.colorectal.tumors.



























PET. has. been. used. in. many. clinical. diagnostic. applications. such. as. detection.
of.brain.disorders..Specifically,.the.determination.of.Alzheimer’s.disease.and.other.
222–2341 230–2421 238–2501 246–2581 254–2661 262–2741 270–2821
278–2901 286–2981 294–3061 302–3141 310–3221 318–3301 325–3381











under.PET. imaging..The.disease.pattern.can.often.be. recognized. several.years. in.





















fIgure 17.7 PET. image. of. the. heart. and. attached. vasculature.. (Courtesy. of. Philips.
Medical.Systems,.Amsterdam,.the.Netherlands.)



























and. the. heart.. Other. anatomical. features. will. need. to. be. resolved. by. registering.
Table
fIgure 17.8 A. 3-D. rendering. of. PET. whole-body. scan. image.. (Courtesy. of. Philips.
Medical.Systems,.Amsterdam,.the.Netherlands.)
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result.of. the.spacing.of. the.detectors. in. the.tomographic.ring..This. last. issue.also.









by.CT.or.MR. images.of. the. same.entity..Combining.x-ray. tomography.with.PET. is.
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gaining.popularity.since.it.can.provide.both.anatomical.and.physiological.images.in.one.
session.without.the.need.for.extensive.registration.algorithms..The.PET/CT.combination.
provides.a.high-quality.diagnostic. scanning.modality..Figure.17.9. shows.a. registered.
CT–PET.whole-body.scan.made.by.the.Philips.Gemini.imaging.device,.with.specific.
details.on.the.head.and.neck.area.
As. a. result,. the. majority. of. the. image. processing. methods. specialized. belong.






In. general,. in. all. PET. image. processing. methods,. especially. in. PET. wavelet.
analysis,.the.performance.of.the.analysis.can.be.significantly.enhanced.when.time.
dependency.and.causality.of. the. train.of.PET.images. is. incorporated. in. the.algo-




have. similar.effects.on.cellular.processes. that.PET. targets. for. imaging..The.only.
approach.that.can.make.a.reliable.distinction.among.different.possible.causes.is.the.
time.nature.of.the.PET.images.





































































18 Other Biomedical 
Imaging Techniques











(3-D). imaging. of. biological. samples. have. been. described. in. the. previous. chapters..
Examples. are. magnetic. resonance. imaging,. x-ray. computed. tomography,. and. ultra-






Under. anatomical. imaging. category,. the. imaging. techniques. on. regular. optical.
microscopy,.fluorescent.microscopy,.confocal.microscopy,.near-field.scanning.opti-
cal.microscopy. (NSOM),. electrical. impedance. imaging,. and.electron.microscopy.









The. common. microscope. is. probably. the. most. well-known. biomedical. imaging.
device..Apart.from.some.technical.limitations,.microscopes.show.the.detail.on.small.
biological.structures.up.to.the.smallest.building.block.of.life,.the.cell.
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Basic. optical. magnification. is. readily. obtained. by. microscopic. imaging.. An.
objective.is.placed.at.a.distance.slightly.farther.than.the.focal.length.of.a.converging.
lens.to.form.an.image.on.the.opposite.side.of.this.lens..The.design.of.the.microscope.



































































One. of. the. main. disadvantages. of. optical. microscopy. is. the. fact. that. a. tissue.
slice.is.needed..This.requires.biopsy,.i.e.,.removal.of.a.sample.from.the.biological.
medium,.which.is.an.invasive.process.
Nowadays,. virtually. every. professional. microscope. has. an. accessory. that. will.
provide.a.mounting.alternative.for.a.camera.to.record.the.histology.image.for.filing.





The.demand. for. increased. detail. and. resolution. has. led. to. the.development. of.
several. other. imaging. techniques,.mainly. initially.based.on. the.principle.of.opti-










Several. biological. molecules. and. objects,. such. as. pigments,. resins,. and. vita-
mins,.exhibit.a.phenomenon.known.as.autofluorescence..Other.tissues.may.not.be.
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and.rhodamine.when.excited.by.green–yellow.light.emits.deep.red..The.distribution.
of.different.molecules.within.one.single.cell.can.be.visualized.by.coupling.one.tag.





fIgure 18.5 Representative.fluorescent.microscopy. image.of.TUNEL.assay.of.normal.
cycling.mouse.ovary.with.AKR.strain..Two.stains.were.used.in.this.image,.PI.for.the.nuclear.










the. vasculature. then. indicates. the. oxygen. concentration. and. therefore. the. distri-




the. standard. optical. microscope.. The. only. difference. will. be. the. lack. of. specific.
anatomical.details.due.to.the.optical.filtering..It.is.therefore.customary.to.combine.
standard.optical.microscopy.with.fluorescent.microscopy.
Images. created. by. regular. optical. as. well. as. fluorescent. microscopy. are. two-
dimensional.(2-D).and.therefore.miss.the.details.on.the.third.dimension..The.need.
for. examining. the. third. dimension. of. the. samples. led. to. the. development. of. yet.
another. imaging. technique.based.on. the.principles.of. the.fluorescent.microscope..
The.next.section.describes.this.technology.that.is.called.confocal.microscopy.
18.4 confocal mIcroscoPy
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light. such.as. the.wavelength..Specifically,.any.optical.microscopy,. including.con-
focal.imaging,.has.a.fundamental.drawback.as.the.maximum.attainable.resolution.
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In.addition. to.collecting. the. intensity.of. the.detected. light,. the.scanning.stage.










The. distance. is. logged. for. the. entire. scan. by. means. of. the. feedback. voltage. for.
height.adjustment,.and.the.sample.height.distribution.can.be.plotted.from.these.data.






more. general. imaging. technique. called. phase-contrast. microscopy.. In. the. phase.
mode.of.NSOM,.by.measuring.the.phase.delay.in.transmission.at.each.(x,.y).coordi-
nates,.the.optical.density.can.be.analyzed.with.greater.detail.than.based.on.attenu-
ation.only..The.optical.phase. is.an. indication.of. the. local. index.of. refraction.and.






Standard. microscopy. has. the. disadvantage. of. giving. only. a. view. of. the. con-
tents.of.a.slide.averaged.over.the.thickness.of.the.slide..Furthermore,.almost.all.the.
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previously.described.optical.microscopy.techniques.are.limited.to.in.vitro.imaging..















Electrical. impedance. imaging.utilizes. the.differences.of.electrical. impedances.
































fIgure 18.8 (continued) 
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Dielectric Properties of some 
biological tissues
tissue resistance (Ω)

















































fIgure 18.10 Representative. recordings. by. the. belt. method. shown. in. Figure. 18.9..
(Courtesy.of.Dr..Alexander.V..Korjenevsky,.Institute.of.Radio-Engineering.and.Electronics,.
Russian.Academy.of.Sciences,.Moscow,.Russia.)
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Two.types.of.electron.microscopes.can.be.distinguished:.the.transmission.electron.
microscope.and. the. scanning.electron.microscope..Both. types.of. electron.micro-
scopes.require.a.vacuum.to.minimize.the.ionization.effects.of.electrons.interacting.
with.air.before.probing. the.sample.. In.addition,. the.sample.preparation.will.most.
certainly.result.in.complete.cell.death..These.requirements.rule.out.in.vivo.imaging.
18.7.1  trAnSmiSSion electron microScopy












6.6 1 K H. 5.0.3.
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3.90 K 3.0.1.8.
fIgure 18.12 TEM. image. of. a. cell. in. the. intermediate. stage. of. mitosis.. (Courtesy. of.
Winston.Wiggins,.Daisy.Ridings,.and.Alicia.Roh,.Carolinas.Medical.Center,.Charlotte,.NC.)
15.5 K I.9.7.3.
fIgure 18.13 TEM. image. of. a. nerve. axon. with. Schwan. cell.. (Courtesy. of. Winston.
Wiggins,.Daisy.Ridings.and.Alicia.Roh,.Carolinas.Medical.Center,.Charlotte,.NC.)











netic. radiation.whose.frequency. is.directly.proportional. to. the. temperature.of. the.



















10 kV × 4000 5 μm 10  22  SEI
fIgure 18.14 SEM. image. of. an. endothelial. cell.. (Courtesy. of. Dr.. Mark. Clemens,.
University.of.North.Carolina.at.Charlotte,.Charlotte,.NC.)
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contribution. in. imaging.postoperative. infections.. Infrared. imaging. is.also.used. to.
detect.areas.of.breast.with. increased.metabolic.activity,.which.can.be.breast.can-
cer.tumors.in.the.early.stages.of.tumor.formation..However,.this.technology.is.not.






identification.. Fingerprints,. retinal. maps,. and. iris. color. patterns. are. significantly.





Voice. recognition. is. also. considered. to. be. one. of. the. personal. identifiers. that.

































fIgure 18.15 Example. of. a. thermographic. image. in. false. color. coding,. obtained. dur-
ing.laser.irradiation.of.a.heart.while.eliminating.the.focal.source.of.an.arrhythmia.by.laser.
photocoagulation.
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cessing. characteristics. and. are. trained. to. identify. the. best. match. in. a. very. large.
database..Multilayer.sigmoid.neural.networks.are.by.far.the.most.commonly.used.
algorithms.for.matching.of.biometrics.
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A.type II.error.represents.a.false.positive,.implying.that.an.impostor.or.innocent.
bystander. is. identified. as. the. correct. subject.. The. false. acceptance. rate. (FAR).





















The. major. features. are. the. presence. of. either. or. any. of. the. following. three.
.characteristics. in. the. ridge. pattern:. an. arch,. a. loop,. or. a. whorl. as. illustrated. in.
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and. the.optic.nerve.as. locations. for. registration..A.diagram.outlining. the.general.





















The.macula. is. the. region.directly. surrounding. the. fovea.used. for. reading. and.other.daily.
activities..The.macula.has.both.cones.and.rods..The.rods.are.used.for.black-and-white.vision..
The.entrance.of.the.optic.nerve.through.the.retina.forms.the.so-called.blind.spot,.since.there.
is. a. local. absence. of. optical. sensors.. The. network. of. blood. vessels. delivers. nutrients. and.
oxygen.to.the.optical.sensors.
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of. illumination..The. iris. is. fully. formed.before.birth. and.does.not. change.unless.
affected.by.trauma.or.disease.throughout.the.life.of.the.individual.
The.iris.can.be.captured.with.a.camera.and.stored.in.a.database.for.comparison.








logical. conditions. that. can. alter. the. appearance. of. the. iris,. as. mentioned. earlier..






































of. a.disease.call. ragged. red.fiber,.which. is. a.genetic.mitochondrial.defect.
related.to.the.disease.called.MERRF.syndrome.(myoclonus.epilepsy.associ-
ated.with.ragged.red.fibers).‡.MERRF.syndrome.is.a.muscular.disorder.that.
falls. in. the.category.called.mitochondrial.encephalomyopathies.. (Courtesy.





. c.. .Isolate. the. muscle. cells. that. have. clear. normal. muscle. structure.
(well-defined.z-bands,.etc.). from.muscle.cell. that.are.deviating. in.struc-
ture..For. this,. calculate. suitable. image.processing. features. for. each.cell.
and.perform.a.K-means.clustering..Then,. identify. the.cluster. that.best.
represent.normal.cells.
*.Courtesy.of.Mark.G..Clemens,.University.of.North.Carolina.at.Charlotte,.Charlotte,.NC.
†. Courtesy.of.Dr..Alexander.V..Korjenevsky,.Institute.of.Radio-Engineering.and.Electronics,.Russian.
Academy.of.Sciences,.Moscow,.Russia.
‡. Courtesy.of.Winston.Wiggins,.Daisy.Ridings.and.Alicia.Roh.of.Carolinas.Medical.Center,.Charlotte,.
NC.
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